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Abstract∗ 
AI research has often been driven by popular 
visions – HAL 2001, Asimov’s Robot, Star 
Trek – and by critical application areas – 
medical expert systems, spoken dialogue sys-
tems, etc. These visions and applications serve 
to inspire and guide researchers, posing chal-
lenges, illustrating technical weaknesses, and 
generally channeling creative energy.  Without 
doubt, the widely held vision of the autono-
mous robot, has exerted  a substantial integra-
tive force, such that numerous disciplines, 
ranging from mechanical engineering to cogni-
tive science, can see how their intellectual en-
deavors can contribute to the overall endeavor. 
In this brief position paper, and in the accom-
panying talk, I would like to propose that the 
next generation of intelligent multimodal user 
interfaces can offer a similar intellectual focus 
for AI researchers.  After providing a brief 
overview of our work in this area and two ex-
amples, I would like to suggest the potential 
impact that such interfaces could have in the 
relatively near-term. 

 
Introduction 
In this position paper, I would like to illustrate re-
cent work in intelligent user interfaces, specifically 
the subfield called multimodal interfaces, and argue 
that multimodal interfaces should occupy a similar 
place in the AI research endeavor as autonomous 
robotics.  Along the way, I will describe the kinds 
of skills that were needed to build two multimodal 
systems in our laboratory, the QuickSet and Rasa 
systems.  As you will see, AI and Computer Sci-
ence methodologies played a central role, but are 
informed by cognitive science and ethnographic 
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research and methodologies.   This paper is not 
intended as a survey of the field (cf. [29]), but 
rather as an example.  Numerous other groups, at 
CMU, DFKI, Illinois, Rutgers, SRI, and elsewhere 
are also engaged in such research, and the reader is 
urged to consult their work.   
 
The paper first considers problems of building 
principled multimodal systems that fuse informa-
tion at the semantic level.  Issues to be addressed 
include deciding on relevant principles, observing 
users, and building an appropriate software archi-
tecture.  Then, I provide two examples, QuickSet, a 
multimodal pen/voice system for interacting with 
map-based applications, and Rasa, a tangible mul-
timodal system that enables users to employ paper-
based interfaces. In each case, evaluations of the 
systems by the intended user population have taken 
place and are summarized. Finally, I describe the 
kinds of multidisciplinary methodologies that were 
used in building these systems.   
 
Multimodal Interaction 
Multimodal interfaces are those that allow the user 
to employ a substantial range of human sensory 
capabilities to obtain and interact with desired in-
formation, and to perform tasks.  For instance, such 
interfaces typically enable a user to employ some 
subset of speech, gaze, body movements, pen 
strokes, haptics,  etc. Multiple modes are advanta-
geous for a variety of reasons,  including: robust-
ness, flexibility, ability to correct persistent errors 
in one mode by using another, ability to avoid ex-
pected errors by switching modes, expressivenes, 
and speed [3, 25, 27, 29].  Such systems are also 
appropriate to ubiquitous computing environments, 
small devices, and very large devices.  
 
Principles 
Because of the complexity of building multimodal 
systems, we choose to investigate a principled ap-
proach to their design.  The principle we have 
adopted is to use each modality for its strengths and 
to overcome weaknesses of the other(s) [5].  By 
studying the strengths and weaknesses of various 
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modalities, interfaces can be designed that can 
dramatically simplify human input, leading to  
more robust performance [5, 28].  In addition to 
inspiring new interface designs, such a principle 
can be applied at run time, whereby joint use of 
communication modes can compensate for errors in 
the individual modalities. For instance, joint use of  
spoken language and  pen-based gesture, or speech 
and lip recognition, can produce better overall rec-
ognition rates  than relying on the individual modes 
alone  [23, 26, 29].  
 
Proactive Empirical Research 
Before building a complete multimodal system, it is 
important to understand how people would in fact 
interact multimodally.  A series of proactive em-
pirical studies was undertaken that investigated 
multimodal interaction in a variety  of domains.  
Using high-fidelity Wizard of Oz simulations as 
well as actual system prototypes, it was discovered 
that by structuring an interface graphically, users’ 
inputs could be channeled towards a linguistically 
simpler style, one that led to reduced parse ambigu-
ity, bigram perplexity, and utterance disfluencies 
[2, 30], up to 2-8 fold. A number of these tech-
niques have recently been implemented in Micro-
soft’s MiPad prototype, and the predictions have 
been borne out [10]. 
 
Interface simulations investigating multimodal 
pen/voice interactions with map-based systems 
have also found that multimodal input is simpler 
than unimodal speech.  In particular, multimodal 
speech and pen input to map-based applications is 
briefer, less syntactically complex, has fewer dis-
fluencies, leads to fewer user errors, and is pre-
ferred over unimodal speech [25]. Furthermore, 
people adopt one of  two styles of multimodal inte-
gration  -- they gesture first, then speak (typically 
within 4 seconds), or they speak and gesture to-
gether, but do not speak first, gesture later [25]. 
Such results led directly to interface designs and to 
thresholds used in our QuickSet system [6].  Fur-
thermore, the empirical simulation-based results 
were again borne out with QuickSet user testing. 
 
Fusion 
The core of any multimodal system is its method 
for fusing information derived from each mode. 
Depending on the characteristics of the data, infor-
mation can be fused “early,” at the level of signal 
features, and/or “late” at the level of meaning.  An 
example of the former is audio-visual fusion, in 
which information about lip movement (in terms of 
so-called “visemes”) and about  the spoken words 
(in terms of phonemes) can be combined, resulting 

in better overall speech recognition, especially in 
noisy environments [23, 29].   
 
In order to fuse information at the level of meaning,  
many groups have  adopted unification of typed 
feature structures as the main symbolic information 
fusion process [8, 11, 24].  Typed feature structures 
are directed-acyclic attribute-value graphs, whose 
attributes are arranged in a type hierarchy.   Such 
data structures are commonly used in computa-
tional linguistics to represent lexical, grammatical, 
and semantic information [1, 13, 22]. In the case of 
multimodal interaction, the meanings of the signals 
in each mode would be represented in such struc-
tures.  Modality fusion occurs when  the structures 
are unified [1, 11], subject to various constraints 
[25].  Feature structure unification, a generalization 
of term unification in logic programming coupled 
with type reasoning, is appropriate as a fusion op-
eration because it combines complementary and 
redundant information, but rules out inconsistent 
information. In tests of QuickSet’s mutual disam-
biguation of modalities based on feature structure 
unification, it was found that multimodal interac-
tion led to a 20-40% error rate reduction over uni-
modal spoken language processing [26]. 
 
Fusion Architecture 
Because machine perception is errorful, the soft-
ware architecture needs to be designed from the 
ground up to handle errors. Given that recognizers  
produce a large number of hypotheses, with even a 
modest number of interpretations per mode, exam-
ining their cross-product quickly can become ex-
pensive.  Thus, there needs to be rapid filtering of 
those combinations that could not possibly unify 
[14, 33], a statistical assessment of the joint prob-
abilities of the remaining cross-modal recognition 
hypotheses, and finally a unification process to 
combine the fine structure of the interpretations. A 
hybrid symbolic/statistical process that can handle 
an arbitrary number of modes, with a variety of 
spatial and temporal relationships (e.g, some pre-
cede others, some co-occur, etc.) needs to be de-
veloped to arrive at the best overall interpretation 
of the inputs [31, 34].  Here, statistical speech and 
natural language processing, machine learning, 
pattern recognition, and sensor fusion techniques 
play a crucial role.  
 
Distributed Software Architecture 
The system’s ability to handle parallel asynchro-
nous input is critical to its usability.  This charac-
teristic is a  significant departure from the design of 
current graphical user interface software, which 
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assumes that its input is certain  and  sequential.1 
To address these needs, we have employed a multi-
agent architecture [4, 15, 18] that offers fault-
tolerant, distributed, asynchronous operations, with 
a facilitated or direct communication model.   
 
Example 1: QuickSet 
QuickSet is a collaborative handheld multimodal 
system based on a multiagent architecture,  which 
controls numerous applications, including commu-
nity fire and flood control, military simulators 
(ModSAF), exercise initialization (ExInit), and 
virtual terrain environments (the Naval Research 
Laboratory’s Dragon  II and SPAWAR’s Com-
mandVu).   The system enables users to create 
point, line, and area entities on a PC screen, using a 
variety of form factors ranging from handheld or 
wearable devices to wall-sized displays, simply by 
speaking and sketching.  For example, the user can 
create and position an M1A1 company at a given 
location and with a given orientation and posture 
by saying:  “M1A1 company facing one two zero 
degrees in defensive posture,” while touching the 
desired location.  In contrast, a user of a graphical 
user interface (GUI) would have to locate the de-
sired unit in a browser or palette, drag the icon onto 
the screen, and fill in various parameters in a dia-
logue box.  Likewise, by speaking and sketching, 
the user can create linear and area features, such as 
unit boundaries, objectives, routes, fortifications, 
air corridors, no go/slow go areas, drop zones, sup-
ply routes, cultural features, etc.    
 
QuickSet Architecture 
QuickSet consists of a set of software agents, in-
cluding speech recognition, natural language proc-
essing, text-to-speech, gesture recognition, multi-
                                                 
1 To see this, try moving the mouse on your keyboard 
while typing.   

modal integration, a map-based user interface, a 
database system, and an application bridge. Con-
tinuous speech and continuous gesture are proc-
essed in parallel, with n-best recognition results 
from each mode represented as typed feature struc-
tures.  After parsing, the resulting interpretations  
are collected by the multimodal integrator.  The 
integrator operates as a multimodal chart parser 
[12], storing partial feature structure interpretations 
in a multimodal chart, which is operated upon by 
rules, and subjected to constraints. The basic fusion 
operation is unification of feature structures [11].  
 
These modality agents communicate through a cen-
tral facilitator via a common language, currently the 
Interagent Communication Language for the Open 
Agent Architecture [4, 18].  The presence of the 
facilitator enables agents to connect,disconnect, 
and reconnect without restarting the system.  How-
ever, as a central component, the facilitator can be 
a bottleneck to high bandwidth information trans-
fer, and potentially a single point of failure.  To 
overcome these problems, we have developed a 
successor multiagent system, the Adaptive Agent 
Architecture, which offers direct as well as facili-
tated communication, and supports fault-tolerant 
operation based on the theory of teamwork [7, 15, 
16].  Importantly, the agents can reside on a variety 
of different types of machines, located anywhere on 
the Internet. If appropriately time-synchronized, 
distributed agents can participate in analyzing us-
ers’ multimodal inputs. In particular, handheld sys-
tems, such as PDAs, can run the interface, but off-
load computationally intensive multimodal process-
ing to servers operating elsewhere.   
 
Evaluation 
Multimodal interaction with QuickSet was recently 
compared with interaction via a standard graphical 
user interface (GUI) for the task of placing entities 

Figure 1:  Left: QuickSet operating on a handheld PC; Right: Collaborating QuickSet operating on a 50” 
plasma display with touch overlay.  User is speaking through a wireless microphone while drawing. 
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on a map [3].  It was found that multimodal interac-
tion led to a 4-9 fold increase in the speed with 
which military users could create entities, lines and 
areas of various types.  Although there were no 
more errors with multimodal interaction than with 
the GUI, the time to correct multimodal errors was 
again 4-fold faster than the time needed to correct 
GUI errors. Furthermore, all the users preferred 
interacting multimodally to using the GUI.   This is 
just one study, comparing one GUI with multimo-
dal interaction, but it is indicative of the potential 
this style of interface can offer. 
 
Paper too? 
One virtue of employing a distributed multiagent 
architecture  as the core software architecture is 
that it supports a variety of platforms and hardware 
configurations.  In particular, it is appropriate for 
paper-based environments. 
 
To understand why paper is important, consider the 
scene below (Figure 2) from a US Army Division 
command post taken at a frenetic time during an 
exercise.  On the computer screens shown here, and 
on the 17 other screens arrayed around the room,  
are military command and control systems.   Here 
is a quiz:   What’s missing from this picture? 
 

 

Figure 2:  Scene from a US Army Division 
command post during an exercise (photo courtesy 
of William Scherlis). 

Indeed, no one is using these or any of the other 17 
systems.  What the officers are in fact doing can be 
found in the next photo (Figure 3).  They are stand-
ing on chairs, plotting the positions of military units 
using an 8-foot by 6-foot paper map and Post-it 
notes.   You will notice that they have turned their 
backs on computer science and technology.  
 
In general, it is fair to say that despite the best ef-
forts of researchers and numerous well-funded de-
velopment efforts, many military users persist in 

employing paper rather than computers.2 However, 
the officers are not simply trying to be difficult or 
overly conservative in rejecting digital systems.  
Rather, the systems they have received are missing 
qualities that they value highly.   The users tell us 
that they continue to use paper maps because they 
have extremely high resolution, are malleable, 
cheap, lightweight, and can be rolled up and taken 
anywhere. Importantly, paper does not fail, and it 
supports face-to-face collaboration among the staff 
members.   For example, Figure 4 illustrates the 
kinds of collaboration officers engage in with paper 
maps, which are simply unsupported by present day 
computer systems. 
 

 
Figure 3:  Officers tracking units with paper 
maps and Post-it notes in preference to com-
puter systems (Photo courtesy of William Scherlis) 

                                                 
2They are not alone in this preference.  It has been observed that 
medical personnel in emergency and intensive care facilities, as 
well as air traffic controllers, prefer to interact with physical 
objects, such as paper and pencil, rather than use a computer [9, 
17].  What is common among all these environments is their 
life-and-death nature, and the users’ absolute requirement for 
safety and robustness.   
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Figure 4:  Multiuser collaboration around a 
command post map.  

Thus, for a variety of factors, officers (as well as 
medical and air traffic control personnel) prefer 
paper to digital systems. We believe there is no 
reason they cannot have the benefits of both.   

To provide such advantages, we have adapted the  
QuickSet system to use paper-based interfaces, 
thereby enabling officers to employ their highly 
practiced mode of operation when using digital 
systems [19-21].  The new Rasa system, developed 
for David McGee’s Ph.D. thesis, provides both sets 
of benefits  without substantial task overhead in 
virtue of its understanding the symbology drawn on 
the paper maps and Post-it notes, as well as  its 
understanding of the spoken language used in creat-
ing and naming units. Essentially, both paper maps 
and Post-it notes rest on touch or pen-sensitive 
digitizers. Digital ink used in drawing symbols on a 
Post-it note is routed to the QuickSet symbology 
recognizer, which creates an n-best list of hypothe-
sized units that the user drew.  Accompanying 
speech is recognized and parsed, and the fused in-
terpretation then waits at the integrator for a loca-
tion feature to arrive.  The act of placing the note 
on the map, which is overlaid on a touch-sensitive 
digitizer, then supplies the desired location.   It is 
most important to note that in this tangible multi-
modal system,  the physical artifacts, i.e.,  the paper 
map and Post-Its,  become the computational inter-
face. For example, moving a Post-it note on the 
map moves it in the digital system.   In response, 
Rasa projects system updates onto the paper map.   
Rasa can also provide data to other displays and 
visualizations.  

The system has been evaluated with military users, 
and has been found to be as fast as paper, and is 
preferred to paper [21].  Moreover, users’ work 

continues when the system or computer communi-
cations fail, and the effort to synchronize them 
when the system is brought on line is well within 
users’ tolerance.  Clearly, given the situation shown 
in Figure 3, we would hypothesize that it would 
offer superior usability to the existing command-
and-control systems.  This hypothesis will be tested 
in field experiments.  

Concluding Remarks 
With this very brief paper, I hope to have called 
attention through the QuickSet and Rasa examples 
to the potential for a variety of subfields within AI 
and computer science (e.g., speech, natural lan-
guage, vision, distributed systems, machine learn-
ing, knowledge-representation and reasoning, hu-
man-computer interaction), in collaboration with 
numerous other disciplines (cognitive science, eth-
nography, linguistics, pattern recognition, sensor 
fusion,  etc.), to contribute to radically changing the 
human-computer interface. In the development and 
evaluation of QuickSet, we see a direct progression 
from proactive empirical research, to system devel-
opment, and  finally to formal laboratory and field 
user testing. For Rasa, our taking an ethnographic 
perspective and observing the actual “work prac-
tice,” enabled us to identify both problems and 
opportunities for technology.   In a very real sense, 
neither of these systems could have been developed 
without multidisciplinary collaboration.  No one 
methodology was employed, nor could it have 
been.  The research within each “core” discipline 
was focused by the multidisciplinary goals to pro-
duce a synergistic whole.   
 
Other domains ripe for multimodal interaction in-
clude in-home access to digital information, mobile 
computing, geographic information systems (GIS), 
computer-aided design (CAD), games. Overall, 
multimodal interaction can benefit society by en-
larging the base of users to children, users with 
disabilities, or users whose physical situations of 
computer usage are changing.  A concentrated ef-
fort to research and develop such systems can have 
enormous scientific and technological payoffs, and 
would be a worthy complement to the other focal 
areas of AI research. 
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1 Intr oduction

The standardapproachto modelinguncertaintyis probabil-
ity theory. In recentyears,researchers,motivatedby vary-
ing concernsincludinga dissatisfactionwith someof theax-
iomsof probabilityandadesireto representinformationmore
qualitatively, have introduceda numberof generalizations
andalternativesto probability, includingDempster-Shaferbe-
lief functions [Shafer, 1976], possibility measures[Dubois
and Prade,1990], lexicographicprobability [Blume et al.,
1991], andmany others. Ratherthan investigatingeachof
theseapproachespiecemeal,I considerherean approachto
representinguncertaintythatgeneralizesthemall, andletsus
understandtheir commonalitiesanddifferences.

A plausibility measure [FriedmanandHalpern,1995] as-
sociateswith asetaplausibility, which is justanelementin a
partiallyorderedspace.Theonly realrequirementis thatif

�
is asubsetof � , thentheplausibilityof

�
is lessthanequalto

the plausibility of � . Probabilitymeasuresareclearlyplau-
sibility measures;every other representationof uncertainty
that I amawareof canalsobeviewedasa plausibility mea-
sure.Givenhow little structureplausibility measureshave, it
is perhapsnotsurprisingthatplausibilitymeasuresgeneralize
somany othernotions. This very lack of structureturnsout
to bea significantadvantage.By addingstructureon an“as
needed”basis,it is possibleto characterizewhatis requiredto
ensurethataplausibilitymeasurehascertainpropertiesof in-
terest.Thisbothgivesinsightinto theessentialfeaturesof the
propertiesin questionandmakesit possibleto provegeneral
resultsthatapplyto many representationsof uncertainty.

In thispaper, I discussthreeexamplesof thisphenomenon.
� belief,belief revision,anddefault reasoning,
� expectationanddecisionmaking,
� compactrepresentationsof uncertainty(Bayesiannet-

works).

Most of the discussionis basedon earlierwork (someof it
joint with Nir Friedman). In the next two sectionsI define
plausibility measuresandconditionalplausibility measures.
Thenext threesectionsconsiderseachof thetopicsabove in
moredetail.
�
Supportedin part by NSF undergrantsIRI-96-25901andIIS-

0090145.

2 Plausibility Measures
A probabilityspaceis a tuple ���	��
����� , where � is a setof
worlds, 
 is analgebraof measurablesubsetsof � (that is,
a setof subsetsclosedunderunion andcomplementationto
whichweassignprobability),and� is aprobabilitymeasure,
thatis, a functionmappingeachsetin 
 to anumberin � �������
satisfyingthe well-known Kolmogorov axioms(����������� ,
���������� , and ��� � � �!�"�#��� � �%$&�����'� if

�
and � are

disjoint).1

A plausibility spaceis a direct generalizationof a proba-
bility space.Simply replacethe probability measure� by a
plausibilitymeasure (*) that,ratherthanmappingsetsin 
 to
numbersin � �����+� , mapsthemto elementsin somearbitrary
partially orderedset. (,)-� � � is read“the plausibility of set�

”. If (*).� � ��/0(*).��1� , then � is at leastas plausibleas�
. Formally, a plausibility spaceis a tuple 23�4���	��
��5(*)-� ,

where � is a setof worlds, 
 is analgebraover � , and (,)
mapssetsin 
 to someset 6 of plausibility valuespartially
orderedby a relation /87 (so that /87 is reflexive, transitive,
andanti-symmetric).6 is assumedto includetwo specialel-
ements,987 and :87 , suchthat :87;/87�<=/87;987 for all
<�>?6 . In thecaseof probabilitymeasures,6;�@� ������� , and
987 and :87 are1 and0, respectively. As usual,theorderingA 7 is definedby taking <CB A 7#<ED if <CBF/873<�D and <GBIH�#<ED .
I omit thesubscript6 from / 7 , A 7 , 9 7 , and : 7 whenever
it is clearfrom context.

Therearethreerequirementsonplausibilitymeasures.The
first two are analoguesof the conventionsthat hold for all
representationsof uncertainty:thewholespacegetsthemax-
imum plausibility andtheemptysetgetstheminimumplau-
sibility. Thethird requirementsaysthata setmustbeat least
asplausibleasany of its subsets.

Pl1. (*)-�����J�#9 .

Pl2. (*)-�5�K�J�3: .

Pl3. If
�ML � , then (*).� � �J/N(*)-���'� .

Since /87 is a partialorder, Pl3 saysthat,if
�OL � , thenthe

plausibility of
�

is comparableto the plausibility of � and,
moreover, (,)-� � �J/=(,)��!� .

1Frequentlyit is alsoassumedthat P is countablyadditive, i.e.,ifQSR
, TVUXW , arepairwisedisjoint, then PZY[ R Q\R^]%_=` R PZY Q\Ra] . Since

I focusonfinite statespaceshere,countableadditivity doesnotplay
a significantrole,soI do notassumeit.
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Clearly probability spacesare instancesof plausibility
spaces.b Almost all otherrepresentationsof uncertaintyin the
literaturecanalsobeviewedasinstancesof plausibilitymea-
sures.Herearesomeexamples:
� A belief functionon � is a function c�dE),eGf�gihj� �������

satisfyingcertainaxioms[Shafer, 1976]. Theseaxioms
certainly imply propertyPl3, so a belief function is a
plausibilitymeasure.Thereis acorrespondingplausibil-
ity function (,)lknmpo definedas (,)lknmpoq� � �V� �srtcsdE)-� � � .2
� A possibilitymeasure [DuboisandPrade,1990] on � is

a functionPoss eCf g hu� ������� suchthatPoss�����8�v� ,
Poss���K�J�=� , andPoss� � �J�Nowmpx�yJz|{F� Poss�5}�~'��� .
� An ordinal ranking (or � -ranking) � on � (asdefined

by [GoldszmidtandPearl,1992], basedon ideasthatgo
backto [Spohn,1988]) is a functionmappingsubsetsof
� to ���&�8����� � }n�?� suchthat �S����,��� , �S�����J�3� ,
and ��� � �I�4�!��� yJz|{ �����5}�~'���5� . Intuitively, an ordinal
ranking assignsa degreeof surpriseto eachsubsetof
worlds in � , where � meansunsurprisingand higher
numbersdenotegreatersurprise.It is easyto seethata
ranking � is aplausibilitymeasurewith range��� , where� /8� �s�*� if andonly if ��/ � undertheusualordering.
� A lexicographicprobability system(LPS)[Blumeet al.,

1991] of length � is a sequence��@���l�Z�����E����������� of
probabilitymeasures.Intuitively, thefirst measurein the
sequence,� � , is themostimportantone,followedby ��B ,
�ZD , andso on. Very roughly speaking,the probability
assignedto an event

�
by a sequencesuchas �l�Z���� B �

canbe taken to be � � � � �V$#�^��B�� � � , where � is an in-
finitesimal.Thus,evenif theprobabilityof

�
according

to � � is 0,
�

still hasa positive (althoughinfinitesimal)
probabilityif � B � � ����� .

In all thesecases,the plausibility ordering is total. But
therearealsocasesof interestwheretheplausibilityordering
is not total. Forexample,supposethat� is asetof probability
measureson � . Let � � be the lower probability of � , so
that � � �

� �	�;���¡ E}���� � �Xe*�;>��¢� . Similarly, the upper
probability ��� is definedas����� � �J�=o£m¡xZ}���� � �¤e��N>¥�¢� .

Both � � and��� giveawayof comparingthelikelihoodof
two subsets

�
and � of � . Thesetwo waysareincompara-

ble: it is easyto find a set � of probability measureson �
andsubsets

�
and � of � suchthat � � �

� � A � � ���'� and
����� � �����������!� . Ratherthanchoosingbetween� � and��� ,
we canassociatea differentplausibility measurewith � that
capturesboth. Let 6§¦ �|¨ ¦ � ��}��©G��ª���eC��/�©�/�ª«/v�¬� and
define �©G�EªE�I/��©q-��ª5-� if f ª¥/®©� . This putsa partial order
on 6 ¦ � ¨ ¦¤� , with :87J¯ �¬° ¯ � ���±�¡�£�²� and 987J¯ �¬° ¯ � ���5�¬���K� .
Define (,)�¦ �¬¨ ¦ � � � �³���±� � �

� ��������� � �£� . Thus, (,)l¦ �|¨ ¦ � as-
sociateswith a set

�
two numbersthatcanbe thoughtof as

defininganinterval in termsof thelowerandupperprobabil-
ity of

�
. It is easyto checkthat (,)�¦ �¬¨ ¦J�n� � �s/#(*)�¦ �¬¨ ¦¤����!�

if theupperprobabilityof
�

is lessthanor equalto thelower

2The word “plausibility” is slightly overloaded,appearingboth
in thecontext of “plausibility function” and“plausibility measure”.
Plausibility functionswill play only a minor role in this paper, so
thereshouldnotbemuchrisk of confusion.

probabilityof � . Clearly, (*) ¦ � ¨ ¦ � satisfiesPl1–3,soit is in-
deeda plausibility measure,but onethat putsonly a partial
(pre)orderon events. A similar plausibility measurecanbe
associatedwith a belief/plausibilityfunction.

The trouble with � � , ��� , and even (*) ¦ � ¨ ¦ � is that they
lose information. For example, it is not hard to find a set
� of probability measuresandsubsets

� �E� of � suchthat
��� � �!/������'� for all ��>#� and ��� � � A ����!� for some
�0>O� , but � � �

� �X��� � ��1� and ����� � �X�����E��1� . In-
deed,thereexists an infinite set � of probability measures
suchthat ��� � � A ����!� for all � >´� but � � �

� ��� � � ��!�
and ����� � �³�4������!� . If all the probability measuresin �
agreethat

�
is lesslikely than � , it seemsreasonableto con-

cludethat
�

is lesslikely than � . However, noneof � � , ��� ,
or (,) ¦ � ¨ ¦ � necessarilydraw thisconclusion.

It is not hardto associateyet anotherplausibility measure
with � thatdoesnotlosethisimportantinformation(anddoes
indeedconcludethat

�
is lesslikely than � ). Suppose,with-

out lossof generality, thatthereis someindex set� suchthat
�®�µ}+��¶*en·">��\� . Thus,for example,if �®�µ}�� B �����E������¸�� ,
then �&�µ}K�¬�����E���¹*� . (In general,� maybeinfinite.) Let 6 �
consistof all functionsfrom � to � ������� . The standardpoint-
wise orderingon functions—thatis, º»/½¼ if ºZ�l·E�!/½¼\�¾·E�
for all ·I>t� —givesa partialorderon 6 � . Note that : 7�¿ is
the function º�ep�NhÀ� �¡�q�+� suchthat ºZ�l·E���µ� for all ·³>´�
and 987 ¿ is the function ¼ suchthat ¼Z�l·E�I�®� for all ·!>=� .
For
�OL � , let º { bethefunctionsuchthat º { �l·E�*��� ¶ � � �

for all ·�>´� . Definetheplausibility measure(,)l¦ by taking
(,)l¦�� � �F�Mº { . Thus, (,)�¦«� � �s/ (,)�¦���1� if f º { �l·E�s/4ºEÁ"�¾·E�
for all ·¢>�� if f ��� � �I/4�����'� for all �4>?� . It is easyto
seethat º�Â��0:87 ¿ and º g �Ã987 ¿ . Clearly (,) ¦ satisfies
Pl1–3. Pl1 andPl2 follow since (*)�¦«���K�'�®º�ÂN��: 7�¿ and
(,) ¦ �����F�Mº g �O987 ¿ , while Pl3 holdsbecauseif

�vL � ,
then��� � �¤/N����!� for all ��>�� .

To seehow this representationworks, considera simple
examplewherea coin which is known to be either fair or
double-headedis tossed.Theuncertaintycanberepresented
by two probabilitymeasureson � B , which givesheadsprob-
ability 1, and � D which givesheadsprobability �¬Ä�f . Taking
theindex setto be }K�¬�5f�� , this givesusa plausibilitymeasure
(,) ¦ suchthat (*) ¦ �Å&� is a function º suchthat ºZ�5�n���Æ�
and ºZ�Çf²�*�»�¬Ä�f ; similarly, (,)l¦��¾È!� is a function ºC suchthat
ºC�5�n�J�=� and ºC.�±f��V�#�¬Ä�f .

3 Conditional Plausibility
Supposean agent’s beliefsarerepresentedby a plausibility
measure(,) . How shouldthesebeliefs be updatedin light
of new information? The standardapproachto updatingin
probabilitytheoryis by conditioning.Most otherrepresenta-
tionsof uncertaintyhaveananalogueto conditioning.Indeed,
compellingargumentshavebeenmadein thecontext of prob-
ability to take conditionalprobability asa primitive notion,
ratherthanunconditionalprobability. Theideais to startwith
aprimitivenotion (,Éq��ÊlË�Ê¾� satisfyingsomeconstraints(suchas
(,Éq� �3��� -Ë��!�V�=(,É�� � Ë��'�\$t(,Éq� � Ë��'� if � and

�  aredis-
joint) ratherthan startingwith an unconditionalprobability
measureanddefiningconditioningin termsof it. Theadvan-
tageof taking conditionalprobability as primitive is that it
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allowsconditioningon eventsof unconditionalprobability0.
(If � is thewholespace,theunconditionalprobabilityof �
canbe identifiedwith (,Éq��'Ë���� ; notethat (*É�� � Ë��!� maybe
well definedeven if (,Éq��³Ë������®� .) Although condition-
ing on eventsof measure0 may seemto be of little practi-
cal interest,it turnsout to play a critical role in gamethe-
ory (see,for example,[Blumeet al., 1991;Myerson,1986]),
the analysisof conditional statements(see[Adams, 1966;
McGee,1994]), and in dealingwith nonmonotonicity(see,
for example,[LehmannandMagidor, 1992]).

Most otherrepresentationsof uncertaintyalsohave anas-
sociatednotion of conditioning. I now discussa notion of
conditionalplausibility that generalizesthem all. A condi-
tional plausibilitymeasure(cpm)mapspairsof subsetsof �
to somepartially orderedset 6 . I write (,)� � Ë��'� ratherthan
(,)� � ���³� , in keepingwith standardnotation. An important
issuein definingconditionalplausibility is to make precise
whattheallowableargumentsto (*) are.I take thedomainof
a cpmto have theform 
�Ì1
' where,roughlyspeaking,
'
consistsof thosesetsin 
 on which conditioningis allowed.
For example,for aconditionalprobabilitymeasuredefinedin
the usualway from an unconditionalprobabilitymeasure� ,

! consistsof all sets� suchthat ����'���?� . (Notethat 
' is
not an algebra—itis not closedundercomplementation.)A
Popperalgebra over � is aset
vÌÍ
' of subsetsof �ÎÌ¥�
satisfyingthefollowing properties:

Acc1. 
 is analgebraover � .

Acc2. 
! is anonemptysubsetof 
 .

Acc3. 
! is closedundersupersetsin 
 ; that is, if �Ï>&
' ,
� L �8 , and ��Z>�
 , then ��Z>¥
! .

(Popperalgebrasarenamedafter Karl Popper, who wasthe
first to considerformally conditionalprobability as the ba-
sic notion [Popper, 1968]. This definition of cpm is from
[Halpern,2000a] which in turn is basedon the definition in
[FriedmanandHalpern,1995].)

A conditional plausibility space (cps) is a tuple
��t��
���
!^�£(,)� , where 
ÆÌ�
! is a Popperalgebraover � ,
(,)seC
ÃÌ¢
!�hÐ6 , 6 is a partially orderedsetof plausibil-
ity values,and (*) is aconditionalplausibility measure (cpm)
thatsatisfiesthefollowing conditions:

CPl1. (,)���nË��'�J� : .

CPl2. (,)��OË��'�J� 9 .

CPl3. If
�ML#�  , then (,)� � Ë��!�¤/=(*).� � -Ë��³� .

CPl4 (,).� � Ë��'�V�N(,)� �ÒÑ �³Ë��'� .
CPl1–3arethe obvious analoguesto Pl1–3. CPl4 is a min-
imal propertythat guaranteesthat whenconditioningon � ,
everythingis relativizedto � . It follows easilyfrom CPl1–4
that (*)-�5Ê�Ë��'� is a plausibility measureon � for eachfixed � .
A cpsis acceptableif it satisfies

Acc4. If ��>�
' , � >�
 , and (*)-� � Ë��'�"H� : , then
�3Ñ ��>


  .
Acceptability is a generalizationof the observation that if
(,Éq��!�´H�®� , thenconditioningon � shouldbe defined. It
saysthat if (,)� � Ë��'�NH�Ó: 7 , then conditioningon � Ñ=�
shouldbedefined.A cps ��t��
���
!^�£(,).� is standard if 
!,�
} � eq(*)-� � Ë����8H� :Í� .

CPl1–4 are rather minimal requirements. For example,
they donot placeany constraintson therelationshipbetween
(,)� � Ë��!� and (*).� � Ë���-� if �ÔH���" . Onenaturaladditional
conditionis thefollowing.

CPl5. If � Ñ �"�>¥
! and
� � � \>¢
 , then(,)-� � Ë�� Ñ �"�¤/

(*)-� � .Ë�� Ñ �"� if f (,)� �ÒÑ �³Ë��"�J/N(*)-� �  Ñ �³Ë��"�� .
It is nothardto show thatCPl5impliesCPl4.While it seems
reasonable,note that CPl5 doesnot hold in somecasesof
interest. For example, there are two well-known ways of
definingconditioningfor belief functions(see[Halpernand
Fagin,1992]), oneusingDempster’s ruleof combinationand
theothertreatingbelieffunctionsaslowerprobabilities.They
bothsatisfyCPl1–4,andneithersatisfiesCPl5.

Many plausibilityspacesof interesthavemorestructure.In
particular, thereareanaloguesto additionandmultiplication.
Moreprecisely, thereis awayof computingtheplausibilityof
theunionof two disjointsetsin termsof theplausibilityof the
individual setsanda way of computing(*)-� �#Ñ �³Ë��"� given
(,)� � Ë�� Ñ �"� and (,)-��!Ë��"� . A cps ���	��
���
!-�5(*).� where
(,) hasrange 6 is algebraic if it is acceptableandthereare
functions Õve�6�Ì	60hj6 and Öve�6®Ì&6�hÎ6 suchthat
thefollowing propertieshold:

Alg1. If
� � � I> 
 aredisjoint and �×>3
! then (,).� ����  Ë��'�J�=(,)� � Ë��'��Õ&(,)� �  Ë��'� .

Alg2. If
� >½
 , � Ñ ��t>Ø
' , then (,)-� �ÏÑ �³Ë��"���

(*)-� � Ë�� Ñ �  �SÖ&(,)-��'Ë��  � .
Alg3. Ö distributes over Õ ; more precisely, ©NÖ0�ªEB�Õ
ÊEÊ�Ê¥Õuª ¸ � � �©vÖÔª�B��ÙÕuÊ�Ê�Ê�Õu��©@ÖÐª ¸ � if
��©��Eª B �����E�����q�©G��ªw¸S�����©G��ª B Õ�Ê�Ê�Ê*Õ�ª£¸S�Ï> DomPl �5ÖI�
and ��ª B �E���E����ªw¸S�����©XÖvª B �E��������©XÖvª£¸��Ú> DomPl ��ÕI� ,
where DomPl �5ÕI�i� }K�±(*)-� � B�Ë��!����E���E�5(,)-� � ¸ Ë��!�5�ie� B+���E���E� � ¸ >�
 are pairwisedisjoint and �u>v
!-�
andDomPl ��ÖI���;}��±(,)� � Ë�� Ñ �"��5(*)-���³Ë��"�5��e � >
��\� Ñ �"Z>&ÛF� .

Alg4. If ��©G��ÜE���%�ª��EÜE�¤> DomPl �5ÖI� , ©�Ö¢ÜF/ ªGÖ�Ü , and ÜIH� : ,
then ©³/#ª .

I sometimesreferto thecpm (,) asbeingalgebraicaswell.
Therearewell-known techniquesfor extendingsomestan-

dard unconditionalrepresentationsof uncertaintyto condi-
tional representations.All satisfy CPl1-4, when viewed as
plausibilitymeasures.(Indeed,asshown in [Halpern,2000a],
thereis a constructionfor converting an arbitrary uncondi-
tionalplausibility space��	�5
��£(,).� to anacceptablestandard
cps.) In many cases,the resultingcpsis algebraic.But one
importantcasethatis notalgebraicis conditionalbelief func-
tions(usingeitherdefinitionof conditioning).

To giveoneexampleof a constructionthatdoesleadto an
algebraiccps, considerLPS’s. Blume, Brandenburger, and
Dekel 1991(BBD) defineconditioningin LPS’s asfollows.
Given �� and

� >»
 suchthat ��¶£� � �!��� for someindex
· , let ��*Ë��Ø�v�l��Ý�ÞG��ÊlË��'��E���E�����Ý�ß8�5Ê�Ë��!�£� , where �à � �E���E����à � �
is the subsequenceof all indices for which the probabil-
ity of

�
is positive. Thus, the length of the LPS ��*Ë�� de-

pendson � . Let 6 Ý consistof all sequences��©q�n���E���E��© Ý �'Ä>
}K�Ç�¡�E�������5�²�����£�|���E�����q�n�5� suchthat © ¶ >Ù� �¡�q�+� for ·F�������E�����Eà ,
and let 6u�Æ}|á²�+â\� � � ��ãÝ�ä � 6IÝp� . Roughlyspeaking,0 is
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meantto representall sequencesof theform �±�����E�����£�²� , what-
ever their length;similarly, 1 representsall sequencesof the
form �£�|�E���������n� . Define a partial order / 7 on 6 so that
< B / 7 < D if < B �®á , < D �Øâ , or < B and < D arevectorsof
thesamelengthand <GB is lexicographicallylessthanor equal
to <�D . Notethatvectorsof differentlengthareincomparable.

An unconditionalLPS �� definedon an algebra 
 over
� canthenbeextendedto a standardcps ��	�5
��5
'.������ us-
ing the definition of conditioningabove. Note thatalthough
���� � Ë��!� may be incomparableto ���� � .Ë��"�� for � H�À�" ,
���� � Ë��!� will definitelybecomparableto ���� � -Ë��'� . Moreover,
the definition of 0 and1 guaranteesthat áµ�å��s���KË �  �1/87
�����'Ë � �s/87Ø���� �  Ë �  -�F�µâ if

� .� �  ,>t
' , asrequiredby
CPl1andCPl2.

The cps ���	��
���
  �G���� is in fact algebraic; Õ and Ö are
functionsthatsatisfythefollowing constraints:� if < B and < D arevectorsof the samelength, < B Õ#< D �
<CBV$=<ED (where $ representspointwiseaddition),
� <«Õ�á��Úá'Õ�<'�Ò< ,� <«Ö�â��Úâ'Ö�<'�Ò< ,� á'Ö�<'�3<�ÖNá��?á ,� ��©CB����E�����E© � � Ö � ��¡��ª�B+� ��¡�����E��� ��p��ª � � ��²� �
� ��¡��© B ª B � ��p���E����� ��p��©¬��ª£��� ���� , where �� represents a
possiblyemptysequenceof 0s,and ªEB+�E��������ª � �?� .

I leave it to the readerto checkthat thesedefinitionsindeed
make thecpsalgebraic.

A constructionsimilar in spirit canbeusedto definea no-
tion of conditioningappropriatefor therepresentation(*)�¦ of
aset� of plausibilitymeasures;thisalsoleadsto analgebraic
cps[Halpern,2000a].

4 Belief Revision and Default Reasoning
4.1 Belief
Therehavebeenmany modelsusedto capturebelief. Perhaps
the bestknown approachusesKripke structures[Hintikka,
1962], whereanagentbelieves æ if æ is trueatall worldsthe
agentconsiderspossible.In termsof events(setsof worlds),
anagentbelieves

�
if
�

containsall theworldsthattheagent
considerspossible.Anotherpopularapproachis to useprob-
ability: anagentbelieves

�
if theprobabilityof

�
is at least

�sr�� for someappropriate�*ç=� .
Oneof the standardassumptionsaboutbelief is that it is

closedunderconjunction: if an agentbelieves
� B and

� D ,
thenthe agentshouldalsobelieve

� B Ñ&� D . This holds for
the definition in termsof Kripke structures.It holdsfor the
probabilisticdefinition only if �N�è� . Indeed,identifying
knowledge/beliefwith “holdswith probability1” is common,
especiallyin theeconomics/gametheoryliterature[Branden-
burgerandDekel, 1987].

A numberof other approachesto modeling belief have
beenproposedrecently, in the gametheoryandphilosophy
literature. One, due to Brandenburger 1999, usesfilters.
Given a set � of possibleworlds, a filter 
 is a nonempty
setof subsetsof � that(1) is closedundersupersets(sothat
if
� >	
 and

�@L��  , then
� V>	
 ), (2) is closedunderfi-

nite intersection(sothatif
� � � %>¥
 , then

�´ÑÍ� Z>�
 ), and

(3) doesnot containtheemptyset.Givena filter 
 , anagent
is saidto believe

�
if f
� >¥
 . Notethatthesetof setswhich

aregivenprobability1 by aprobabilitymeasureform afilter.
Conversely, every filter 
 definesa finitely additive proba-
bility measure(*É : the setsin 
 getprobability1; all others
getprobability0. We canalsoobtaina filter from theKripke
structuredefinitionof knowledge.If theagentconsiderspos-
sible the set

�iL � , then let 
 consistof all supersetof�
. This is clearlya filter (consistingof preciselythe events

the agentbelieves). Conversely, in a finite space,a filter 

determinesa Kripke structure.The agentconsiderspossible
preciselytheintersectionof all thesetsin 
 (which is easily
seento be nonempty). In an infinite space,a filter may not
determinea Kripke structurepreciselybecausethe intersec-
tion of all setsin thefilter maybeempty. Theeventsbelieved
in aKripkestructureform afilter whosesetsareclosedunder
arbitraryintersection.

Another approachto modeling belief, due to Branden-
burger andKeisler2000,usesLPS’s. Saythat an agentbe-
lieves

�
in LPS �� if thereis someé!/Ù� suchthat � ¶ � � �V� �

for all ·I/#é and � ¶ � � �"� � for ·Í� é . It is easyto seethat
beliefsdefinedthis way areclosedunderintersection.Bran-
denburgerandKeislergive anelegantdecision-theoreticjus-
tification for this notionof belief. Interestingly, vanFraassen
1995definesa notionof belief usingconditionalprobability
spacesthatcanbeshown to becloselyrelatedto thedefinition
givenby BrandenburgerandKeisler.

Plausibilitymeasuresprovideaframework for understand-
ing what all theseapproacheshave in common.Saythat an
agentbelieves

�
with respectto plausibility measure (,) if

(,)� � �I�Ï(*)-� � � ; that is, the agentbelieves
�

if
�

is more
plausiblethannot. It is easyto seethat, in general,this def-
inition is not closedunderconjunction.In thecaseof proba-
bility, for example,this definitionjust saysthat

�
is believed

if the probability of
�

is greaterthan �|ÄEf . What condition
on a plausibility measure(*) is neededto guaranteethat this
definitionof belief is closedunderconjunction?Trivially, the
following restrictiondoesthetrick:

Pl4  . If (,).� � B�����(*).� � B�� and(*)-� � DG����(*)-� � D�� , then(*).� � B Ñ� D ���?(,)� � B Ñ�� D � .
I actuallywant a strongerversionof this property, to deal

with conditional beliefs. An agentbelieves
�

conditional
on � , if given � ,

�
is more plausiblethan

�
, that is, if

(,)� � Ë��!�F�M(,)-� � Ë��'� . In thepresenceof CPl5 (which I im-
plicitly assumefor thissection),conditionalbeliefsareclosed
underconjunctionif thefollowing holds:

Pl4 . If (,)-� � B Ñ �'�¤��(,)� � B Ñ �!� and(,)-� � D Ñ �!���?(,)-� � D Ñ
�!� , then(,)� � B Ñ�� D Ñ �'���?(,)-� � B Ñ�� D Ñ �'� .

A moreelegantrequirementis thefollowing:

Pl4. If
� B , � D , and

�Zê
are pairwisedisjoint sets, (*)-� � B �� D �M�ë(*)-� �Zê � , and (*).� � B �»�Zê �O�ë(,).� � D � , then

(*)-� � B����?(,)-� � D ��� ê � .
In words,Pl4 saysthat if

� B �X� D is moreplausiblethan
� ê

andif
� B ���Zê is moreplausiblethan

� D , then
� B by itself is

alreadymoreplausiblethan
� D ���%ê .

Remarkably, in the presenceof Pl1–3, Pl4 and Pl4 are
equivalent:
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Proposition4.1: ([FriedmanandHalpern,1996a]) (,) satis-
fiesPl1–4
ì

iff (,) satisfiesPl1–3andPl4 .
Thus,for plausibility measures,Pl4 is necessaryandsuf-

ficient to guaranteethat conditionalbeliefsareclosedunder
conjunction. Proposition4.1 helpsexplain why all the no-
tionsof belief discussedaboveareclosedunderconjunction.
More precisely, for eachnotionof belief discussedearlier, it
is trivial to constructa plausibility measure(*) satisfyingPl4
that capturesit: (*) give plausibility 1 to the eventsthat are
believedandplausibility 0 to therest.

Pl4 is requiredfor beliefs to be closedunderfinite inter-
section(i.e.,finite conjunction).It doesnotguaranteeclosure
underinfinite intersection.Thisis afeature:beliefsarenotal-
waysclosedunderinfinite intersection.Theclassicexample
is the lottery paradox [Kyburg, 1961]: Considera situation
with infinitely many individuals,eachof whomholdsaticket
to a lottery. It seemsreasonableto believe that individual ·
will notwin, for any · , yet thatsomeonewill win. If í ¶ is the
eventthatindividual · doesnotwin, thisamountsto believing
í B ��í D ��í ê ���E��� and also believing

� ¶ í�¶ (and not believingÑ ¶ í ¶ ). It is easyto capturethis with a plausibility measure.
Let �î� }�~³B+��~8DK�E�����¾� , where~ ¶ is theworld whereindivid-
ual · wins(sothat í*¶V�#�½r¥}+~�¶5� ). Let (,) lot beaplausibility
measurethatassignsplausibility � to theemptyset,plausibil-
ity �¬Ä�f to all finite sets,andplausibility 1 to all infinite sets.
It is easyto seethat (*) lot ratifiesPl4. Nevertheless,eachof
í B is believedaccordingto (,) lot, asis

� ¶ í*¶ .
As shown in [Friedmanet al., 2000], thekey propertythat

guaranteesthat (conditional)beliefsareclosedunderinfinite
intersectionis thefollowing generalizationof Pl4:

Pl4� . For any index set � suchthat �	>	� , if } � ¶ eK·Í>X�\� are
pairwisedisjoint sets,

� � � ¶ z � � ¶ , andfor all ·«>X�¥r
}���� , (*)-� � r � ¶5���?(,)� � ¶£� , then(,)-� � ���¤��(,)� � r � �K� .

BecausePl4� doesnot hold for (,) lot, it canbeusedto rep-
resentthe lottery paradox. BecausePl4� doeshold for the
plausibilitymeasurecorrespondingto beliefsin Kripkestruc-
ture,belief in Kripke structuresis closedunderinfinite con-
junction. A countableversionof Pl4� holds for ï -additive
probabilitymeasures,which is why probability-1beliefsare
closedundercountableconjunctions(but not necessarilyun-
derarbitraryinfinite conjunctions).

4.2 Belief Revision

An agent’s beliefschangeover time. Conditioninghasbeen
the standardapproachto modelingthis changein the con-
text of probability. However, conditioninghasbeenargued
to be inapplicablewhen it comes to belief revision, be-
causeanagentmaylearnsomethinginconsistentwith herbe-
liefs. This would amountto conditioningon a set of mea-
sure 0. As a consequence,finding appropriatemodelsof
belief changehasbeenan active areain philosophyand in
both artificial intelligence[Gärdenfors,1988; Katsunoand
Mendelzon,1991]. In the literature,two modelshave been
studiedin detail: Belief revision [Alchourrón et al., 1985;
Gärdenfors,1988] attemptsto describehow anagentshould
accommodatea new belief (possibly inconsistentwith his
other beliefs) abouta static world. Belief update[Katsuno

and Mendelzon,1991], on the other hand,attemptsto de-
scribehow an agentshouldchangehis beliefsasa resultof
learningabouta changein theworld.

Belief revision andbelief updatedescribeonly two of the
many waysin which beliefscanchange.Using plausibility,
it is possibleto constructa generalframework for reasoning
aboutbeliefchange(see[FriedmanandHalpern,1997]). The
key point is that it is possibleto describebelief changingus-
ing conditioningwith plausibility, even thoughit cannotbe
donewith probability. Startingwith aconditionalplausibility
measuresatisfyingPl4(this is necessaryfor belief to havethe
right properties)andconditioningon new informationgives
usa generalmodelof belief change.Belief revision andbe-
lief updatecanbecapturedby puttingappropriateconstraints
on theinitial plausibility [FriedmanandHalpern,1999]. The
sameframeworkcanbeusedto captureothernotionsof belief
change,suchasageneralMarkovianmodelsof beliefchange
[FriedmanandHalpern,1996b] andbelief changewith unre-
liable observations[Boutilier et al., 1998]. The key point is
thatbelief changesimply becomesconditioning(anditerated
belief changebecomesiteratedconditioning).

4.3 Default Reasoning
It hasbeenarguedthatdefaultreasoningplaysamajorrole in
commonsensereasoning.Perhapsnotsurprisingly, therehave
beenmany approachesto default reasoningproposedin the
literature(see[Gabbayet al., 1993;Ginsberg, 1987]). Many
of the recentapproachesto giving semanticsto defaultscan
be viewed as consideringstructuresof the form ��	��ð&�ñ�� ,
where � is a set of possibleworlds, ñ��l~!� is a truth as-
signmentto primitive propositionsfor eachworld ~i>4� ,
and ð canbe viewed asa “measure”on � . Someexam-
ples of ð include possibility measures[Dubois and Prade,
1991], � -rankings[Goldszmidtand Pearl, 1996], parame-
terizedprobability distributions [Pearl,1989] (thesearese-
quencesof probabilitydistributions;theresultingapproachis
morecommonlyknown as � -semantics), andpreferenceor-
ders [Krausetal., 1990;Lewis, 1973].

Somewhat surprisingly, all of theseapproachesare char-
acterizedby the six axiomsandinferencerules,which have
beencalledtheKLM properties(sincethey werediscussedby
Kraus,Lehmann,andMagidor1990). Assume(asis typical
in theliterature)thatdefaultsareexpressedin termsof anop-
erator ò , where æJò ó is read“if æ thentypically/likely/by
default ó . For example,the default “birds typically fly” is
representedBird ò Fly. We further assumefor now that the
formulas æ and ó that appearin defaults comefrom some
propositionallanguageô with aconsequencerelation õCö .

LLE. If õpö&æ¢÷Ðæ� , thenfrom æJò»ó infer æ�.òµó
(left logical equivalence).

RW. If õpö¥ó ø®ós , thenfrom æJò»ó infer æJò»ó�
(right weakening).

REF. æJò�æ (reflexivity).

AND. From æJò ó B and æJò»ó D infer æJò ó BVù ó D .
OR. From æVB�ò»ó and æ�DGò ó infer æVBJú�æ²DGò ó .

CM. From æJò ó�B and æJò»óVD infer æ ù óVDKò»ó�B
(cautiousmonotonicity).
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LLE statesthat the syntacticform of the antecedentis ir-
relevû ant. Thus,if æVB and æ�D areequivalent,we candeduce
æ D ò ó from æ B ò ó . RW describesa similar propertyof the
consequent:If ó (logically) entails ós , thenwe candeduce
æJò»ó� from æJò»ó . This allows us to combinedefault and
logical reasoning.REFstatesthat æ is alwaysa default con-
clusionof æ . AND statesthat we cancombinetwo default
conclusions.If we canconcludeby default both ó B and ó D
from æ , then we can also concludeó�B ù óVD from æ . OR
statesthatwe areallowedto reasonby cases.If thesamede-
faultconclusionfollowsfrom eachof two antecedents,thenit
alsofollows from their disjunction.CM statesthat if ó�B and
óVD aretwo defaultconclusionsof æ , thendiscoveringthat óVD
holdswhen æ holds(aswouldbeexpected,giventhedefault)
shouldnot causeusto retractthedefault conclusionó B .

ThefactthattheKLM propertiescharacterizesomany dif-
ferentsemanticapproacheshasbeenviewedasrathersurpris-
ing, sincetheseapproachesseemto capturequite different
intuitions. As Pearl1989saidof theequivalencebetween� -
semanticsandpreferentialstructures,“It is remarkablethat
two totally different interpretationsof defaultsyield identi-
cal setsof conclusionsand identical setsof reasoningma-
chinery.” Plausibility measureshelp us understandwhy this
shouldbe so. In fact, plausibility measuresprovide a much
deeperunderstandingof exactly what propertiesa semantic
approachmusthave in orderto becharacterizedby theKLM
properties.

Thefirst stepto obtainingthis understandingis to give se-
manticsto defaults using plausibility. A plausibility struc-
ture is a tuple ���	�5(*)^��ñ�� , where(,) is a plausibility measure
on � . A conditional æJò»ó holdsin this structureif either
(,)�5� ��æ�� ��!��: or (,)�5� �üæ ù ó�� ��I�Ï(*).�£� ��æ ù´ý ós� �-� (where � �üïC� �
is thesetof worldssatisfyingtheformula ï ). This approach
is just a generalizationof the approachfirst usedto define
defaultswith possibilitymeasures[DuboisandPrade,1991].
Notethatif (*) satisfiesCPl5,this is equivalentto sayingthat
(,)�5� � ó�� �-Ël� ��æ²� ��¥��(*)-�£� � ý ó�� �-Ël� ��æ�� �� if � �üæ�� �	H�Ã: (the implicit as-
sumptionhereis that � �üæ�� �%>¢
! if f � �üæ�� �sH� : ).

While this definitionof defaultsin termsof plausibility is
easilyseento satisfyREF, RW, andLLE, it doesnot satisfy
AND, OR,orCM in general.It is easyto constructcounterex-
amplestaking (*) to be a probability measure(*É (in which
casethe definition boils down to æJò»ó if (,É��£� �üæ�� �-���Ø� or
(,Éq�5� � ó�� �.Ë¾� �üæ�� ��"�½�¬Ä�f ). As observedearlier, if (,) satisfiesPl4
(which it doesnot in generalif (*) is a probabilitymeasure),
thenthe AND rule is satisfied.As shown in [Friedmanand
Halpern,1996a], Pl4 alsosufficesto guaranteeCM (cautious
monotonicity).Theonly additionalpropertythatis neededto
guaranteethatORholdsis thefollowing:

Pl5. If (*)-� � �J�=(,).���'�V�#: , then (,)� �Ò� �'�J� : .

A plausibilitystructure���	�5(*)^��ñ�� is qualitativeif (*) satis-
fiesPl1–5.In [FriedmanandHalpern,1996a], it is shown that
a necessaryandsufficient conditionfor a collectionof plau-
sibility structuresto satisfy the KLM propertiesis that they
be qualitative. More precisely, given a class� of plausibil-
ity structures,a default < is entailedby a set þ of defaultsin
� , written þ×Ë � ¦ < , if all structuresin � thatsatisfyall the
defaultsin þ alsosatisfy < . Let ÿ�� ��� consistof all quali-

tative plausibility structures.Write þiõ P æ¤òµó if æJò»ó is
provablefrom þ usingtheKLM properties.

Theorem4.2: [FriedmanandHalpern,1996a] ÿ L ÿ�� ��� if
andonly if for all þ , æ , and ó , if þÓõ P æJò»ó then þÓË ���
æJò»ó .

In [Friedmanand Halpern,1996a], it is shown that pos-
sibility structures,� -structures,preferentialstructures,and
PPDscanall beviewedasqualitative plausibility structures.
Theorem4.2 thusshows why theKLM propertieshold in all
thesecases.Why arethereno furtherproperties(thatis, why
arethe KLM propertiesnot only sound,but complete)?To
show that the KLM propertiesarecompletewith respectto
a class ÿ of structures,we have to ensurethat ÿ contains
“enough” structures.In particular, if þuHõ P æJò»ó , we want
to ensurethat thereis a plausibility structure����>�ÿ such
that ���vË � ��� þ and ���§HË � ��� æJò»ó . The following weak
conditionon ÿ guaranteesthis.

Definition 4.3: We saythat ÿ is rich if for every collection
æ B �E���E����æ\¸ , ¹��µ� , of mutuallyexclusiveformulas,thereis a
plausibility structure���N�»��	�£(,).�ñ��¤>�ÿ suchthat:

(,).�£� �üæ B � ��¤��(,)�5� �üæ D � �-�¤�»Ê�ÊEÊC��(*)-�£� �üæ\¸G� ��J�#:§�
Therichnessconditionis quitemild. Roughlyspeaking,it

saysthat we do not have a priori constraintson the relative
plausibilitiesof acollectionof disjointsets.It is easilyseento
hold for theplausibilitystructuresthatarisefrom preferential
structures(resp.,possibility structures,� -structures,PPDs).
More importantly, richnessis a necessaryandsufficient con-
dition to ensurethattheKLM propertiesarecomplete.

Theorem4.4: [Friedmanand Halpern, 1996a] A set ÿ of
qualitativeplausibility structuresis rich if andonly if for all
finite þ anddefaultsæJò»ó , wehavethat þ Ë � � æ¤ò ó im-
plies þØõ P æ¤òµó .

This resultshows that if theKLM propertiesaresoundwith
respectto aclassof structures,thenthey arealmostinevitably
completeaswell. More generally, Theorems4.2 and4.4 ex-
plainwhy theKLM propertiesaresoundandcompletefor so
many approaches.

Thediscussionup to now hasfocusedon propositionalde-
faults,but usingplausibility, it is fairly straightforwardto ex-
tendto thefirst-ordercase;see[Friedmanet al., 2000].

5 Expectation and DecisionTheory
Agentsmust make decisions. Perhapsthe best-known rule
for decisionmaking is that of maximizing expectedutility.
This requiresthat agentshave probabilitiesfor many events
of interest,andnumericalutilities. But many otherdecision
rules have beenproposed,including minimax, regret mini-
mization,andrulesthatinvolverepresentationsof uncertainty
otherthanprobability. Again, usingplausibility allows usto
understandwhat is requiredto get variousdesirableproper-
tiesof decisionrules.

Sinceexpectationplayssucha key role in maximizingex-
pectedutility, I start by consideringexpectation. Given a
probability measure� on somesamplespace � , the cor-
respondingexpectationfunction í
	 mapsgamblesover �
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(that is, randomvariableswith domain � andrangethe re-
als) to

�
reals.Therearea numberof equivalentdefinitionsof

í 	 . Thestandardoneis

í
	S�lðÚ�J�
� z�����
�

� ���lðÓ� � ��� (1)

(HereI am implicitly assumingthat ð � � (that is, the set
}�~4eEðÒ�l~!�V� � � ) is measurable.)

As is well known, í 	 is linear( í 	 �©EðO$��³�V�3©Gí 	 �lðÚ�q$
í 	 ���'� ), monotonic(if ði/�� , then í 	 �¾ðÚ�J/ í 	 ���!� ), and
it mapsaconstantfunctionto its value(thatis, �© is thegamble
thatmapsall elementsof � to © , the í
	S���©C�,�Ò© ). Moreover,
thesethreepropertiescharacterizeprobabilisticexpectation
functions. If anexpectationfunction í hastheseproperties,
then íO�Òí
	 for someprobabilitymeasure� .

A � –6I expectationfunction is simply a mappingfrom
randomvariableswith domain � and rangesomeordered
set 6� to 6� . HereI focuson expectationfunctionsthatare
generatedby someplausibility measure,just as í
	 is gener-
atedfrom � , usinga definitionin thespirit of (1). To do this,
we needanaloguesof $ and Ì , muchin thespirit of (but not
identicalto) the Õ and Ö usedin the definition of algebraic
cps.

Definition 5.1 : An expectation domain is a tuple
�6¢��6I-���'���1� , where 6 and 6I aresetsorderedby /87 and
/87�� , respectively, 6 is a setof plausibility values(so that
it haselements: and 9 suchthat :è/ 7 <?/ 7 9 for all
<�>´6 ), �@eG6I�Ì	6I%h 6I and ��eG6�¤Ì	6vh 6I .

Givenan expectationdomain �6¢��6I.���'���1� anda plausi-
bility measure(*) on someset � , it is possibleto definea
� –6� expectationfunction í! #" by using the obvious ana-
logueof (1), replacing$ by � and Ì by � .

Whatdoesthis buy us?For onething, we cantry to char-
acterizethe propertiesof � and � that give í! #" properties
of interest,suchaslinearity andmonotonicity(see[Halpern,
2000b] for details).For another, it turnsout thatall standard
decisionrulescanbeexpressedasexpectedutility maximiza-
tion with respectto anappropriatechoiceof plausibilitymea-
sure,� , and � . To make this precise,assumethat thereis a
set $ of possibleactionsthatan agentcanperform. An ac-
tion % mapsa world ~0>Ò� to anoutcome.For simplicity,
I identify outcomeswith world-actionpairs �l~³�&%�� . Assume
thattheagenthasautility function ' on outcomes.In theex-
amplesbelow, therangeof theutility functionis therealsbut,
in general,it canbeanarbitrarypartially orderedset 6I . Let
')( be therandomvariablesuchthat '*(²�¾~!�§��',�l~³�&%�� . The
agentis uncertainaboutthe actualworld; this uncertaintyis
representedby someplausibility measure.The questionis
which actiontheagentshouldchoose.

As I saidearlier, if the agent’s uncertaintyis represented
by a probability measure� , the standarddecisionrule is to
choosetheactionthatmaximizesexpectedutility. Thatis, we
chooseanaction % suchthat í
	S�+%��Vç3í
	S�,%K�� for all %�%>-$ .
However, thereareotherwell-known decisionrules.� For minimax, let worst�,%��!�@�!���Z}.' ( �¾~!�!e�~ >µ�O� ;

worst�+%S� is the utility of the worst-caseoutcomeif %
is performed. This too leadsto a total preferenceor-
deron actions,where % is preferredto %K if worst�,%��sç

worst�+%�� . The minimax rule saysto choosethe action
% (or one of them, in caseof ties) suchthat worst�+%��
is highest. The actionchosenaccordingto this rule is
the onewith the bestworst-caseoutcome. Notice that
minimaxmakessenseno matterhow uncertaintyis rep-
resented.Now take 6 �Ó}��¡�q�¬� and 6IX�0�0/ , both
with the standardorder, and considerthe plausibility
measure(,)±�s� , where (,)±���'� � �t�å� if

� H� � and
(*) �s� ���K�Í�4� . Let � be �!��� andlet � be multiplica-
tion. With this choiceof � and � , it is easyto seethat
í  #"¾ß\ß �1' ( �§� worst�,%�� , so expectedutility maximiza-
tion with respectto (*) �s� is minimax.
� As a first stepto definingregretminimization,for each

world ~ , let % y beanactionthatgivesthebestoutcome
in world ~ ; that is, 'V�¾~³�.% y �"ç2',�l~'�.%�� for all %Ù>3$ .
Theregretof % in world ~ is ',�l~³�&% y ��r4'V�¾~³�.%�� ; thatis,
theregretof % in ~ is thedifferencebetweentheutility
of performingthe bestaction in ~ (the action that the
agentwouldperform,presumably, if sheknew theactual
world was ~ ) and that of performing % in ~ . Finally,
defineregret�+%��*�N�!k65 yJz g regret�+%���~!� . Intuitively, if
regret�+%����Ãà , then % is guaranteedto be within à of
thebestactiontheagentcouldperform,even if theshe
knew exactly what the actualworld was. The decision
rule of minimizing regretchoosestheaction % suchthat
regret�+%�� is a minimum.
To express regret in terms of maximizing expected
utility, it is easiestto assumethat for each action
% , �!k75 yJz g ' ( �l~!�O� � . This assumptionis with-
out loss of generality: if 'S�l~³�&%��Ô� 'V�¾~³�.%���r
�!k65 y � z g ',�l~«^�&%��Z$?� , then �!k75 yJz g 'S( �l~!�*�»� , and
minimizing regretwith respect'S givesthe sameresult
as minimizing regret with respectto ' . With this as-
sumption,take 6½�»��rÍ������� with thestandardordering
and 6I*�Ú�0/ with thereverseordering,that is � A 7
�²�
if � �®� . Let (,)98�:�;G� � �¢�®�!k65 yJz|{ ¨ ( z�< ',�+%²�~!� , let
©=�Øªµ� ©�rvª , and let ©=�½ªM�å�!�l�%�©G��ª�� . Intu-
itively, (,)� � ���vª is the regret an agentwould feel if
sheis given utility ª but could have performedthe ac-
tion thatwould give herthebestoutcomeon herchoice
of world in

�
. With this choiceof � and � , it is easy

to seethat í! #"?>�@BA¬�9')(²��� regret�+%�� , so expectedutility
maximizationwith respectto (,)98�:�; is just regret mini-
mization(giventheorderingon 6I ).
� Supposethat uncertaintyis representedby a set � of

probability measuresindexedby someset � . Thereare
two naturalwaysto getapartialorderonactionsfrom �
anda real-valuedutility ' . Define C B¦ so that %DC B¦ %K
if f �!���*	 z ¦ í�	S�9')(��§ç@�'k75E	 z ¦ í�	S�9'GF�Hn� . That is, % is
preferredto %K if theexpectedutility of performing % is
at leastthatof performing%� , regardlesswhichprobabil-
ity measurein � describesthe actualprobability. Nat-
urally, C B¦ is only a partial order on actions. A more
refinedpartial order can be obtainedas follows: De-
fine %IC D¦ %� if í
	S�9')(��&çåí
	S�9')(J�� for all �è>v� .
It is easyto show that if %KC B¦ %K then %KC D¦ %K , al-
thoughthe conversemay not hold. For example,sup-
posethat �î�i}��,���Z.� and actions % and %K are such
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that í
	S�9')(��´�èf , í
	J�5�9')(²�&�ML , í
	S�1'*(6��&�Î� , and
í
	J�5�9')(J��s�ON . Then % and %K areincomparableaccord-
ing to C B¦ , but %-C D¦ %K .
Let the set 6 of plausibility valuesbe that usedfor
(*)�¦ , that is, the functions from � to � �¡����� , with the
pointwiseordering. Let 6I be the functionsfrom � to
�0/ , let � be pointwise addition, and let � be point-
wise multiplication. The differencebetween C B¦ and
C D¦ is capturedby consideringtwo differentorderson
6I . For C B¦ , order 6� by � B7 � , where º;ç B7 � ¼ if
�!�l� ¶ z �,ºZ�l·E�´ç×�!k65 ¶ z �²¼Z�l·E� , while for C D¦ , order 6I
by � D 7
� , where º#ç D 7
� ¼ if ºZ�l·E�³ç@¼Z�l·E� for all ·�>Ú� .
If í! #" ¯ is the expectationfunction correspondingto
this definition of � and � , then it is easyto seethat
í! #" ¯ �9')(��¤çQP7 � í! #" ¯ �9')(J�� if f %RCQP¦ %K , for é1�»�|�5f .

It canbeshown thatevery partial orderon actionscanbe
representedas the orderinginducedby expectedutility ac-
cordingto someplausibility measureon � . That is, given
somepartialorder C onactionsthatcanbetakenin someset
� of possibleworlds, thereis a plausibility measure(,) on
� andexpectationdomain ��6¥��6  ���'���1� suchthattherange
of (*) is 6 anda utility function on � ÌS$ with range 6I
suchthat í� #"-�1'*(²��çÆí! #"�9')(J�� if f %TCU%K . Thus, viewing
decisionrulesas instancesof expectedutility maximization
with respectto theappropriateexpectationfunctionprovides
a generalframework in which to study decisionrules. For
example,it becomespossibleto askwhatpropertiesof anex-
pectationdomainareneededto getvariousof Savage’s 1954
postulates.I hopeto reporton this in futurework.

6 Compact Representationof Uncertainty
Supposethat � is a setof possibleworldscharacterizedby
¹ binary randomvariablesV �®}�ð B �E�����E�ð�¸�� (or, equiva-
lently, ¹ primitive propositions).That is, a world ~®>?� is
a tuple � � B����E����� � ¸ � , where � ¶ >O}������n� is the valueof ð ¶ .
Thatmeansthat thereare f ¸ worlds in � , say ~ B �E���E���~ D�W .
A naive descriptionof a probability measureon � requires
f ¸ r � numbers,X¤B����E�����YX�D�W7Z%B , where X ¶ is theprobability
of world ~ ¶ . (Of course,theprobabilityof ~8D W is determined
by theotherprobabilities,sincethey mustsumto 1.)

If ¹ is relatively small,describingaprobabilitymeasurein
this naive way is not so unreasonable,but if ¹ is, say, 1000
(certainlynot unlikely in many practicalapplications),then
it is completelyinfeasible. One of the most significantre-
centadvancesin AI hasbeenin work on Bayesiannetworks
[Pearl,1988], a tool that allows probability measuresto be
representedin acompactwayandmanipulatedin acomputa-
tionally feasibleway. I briefly review Bayesiannetworkshere
andthendiscusstheextentto which theideascanbeapplied
to otherrepresentationsof uncertainty. More detailscanbe
foundin [Halpern,2000a].

Recall that a (qualitative) Bayesiannetwork (sometimes
calleda belief network) is a dag, that is, a directedacyclic
graph,whosenodesarelabeledby randomvariables.Infor-
mally, theedgesin a Bayesiannetwork canbe thoughtof as
representingcausalinfluence.

Givena Bayesiannetwork [ anda nodeð in [ , think of
the ancestors of ð in the graphas thoserandomvariables

thathave a potentialinfluenceon ð . This influenceis medi-
atedthroughtheparentsof ð , thoseancestorsof ð directly
connectedto ð . Thatmeansthat ð shouldbeconditionally
independentof its ancestors,given its parents. The formal
definition requires,in fact, that ð be independentnot only
of its ancestors,but of its nondescendants, given its parents,
wherethenondescendantsof ð arethosenodes� suchthat
ð is not theancestorof � .

Definition 6.1: Given a qualitative Bayesiannetwork [ , let
(JknÉ�\8�lðÚ� be the parentsof the randomvariableð in [ ; let
[^]`_�a��lðÒ� beall thedescendantsof ð , thatis, ð andall those
nodes� suchthat ð is an ancestorof � ; let bdc \ �¾ðÚ� , the
nondescendantsof ð in [ , consistof V�rec«d�o.\8�lðÚ� . The
Bayesiannetwork [ (qualitatively) representsthe probabil-
ity measure� if ð is conditionallyindependentof its nonde-
scendantsgivenits parents,for all ði>3V .

A qualitative Bayesiannetwork [ givesqualitative infor-
mationaboutdependenceandindependence,but doesnotac-
tually givethevaluesof theconditionalprobabilities.A quan-
titative Bayesiannetwork provides more quantitative infor-
mation,by associatingwith eachnodeð in [ a conditional
probability table(cpt) thatquantifiestheeffectsof theparents
of ð on ð . For example,if ð ’s parentsin [ are � and f ,
then the cpt for ð would have an entry denoted<hg ä P ¨ i ä%Ý
for all �lé¬��à��">Ò}������¬� D . As thenotationis meantto suggest,
<jg ä P.k i ä�Ý �=���lðå�M�nË0�v�Né

Ñ fM�»à�� for theplausibility
measure� representedby [ . (Of course,thereis no needto
have an entry for ���¾ð �4��Ë?�;�Mé Ñ f��Øà�� , sincethis is
just �Jr¢���lði�»�¬Ë?�M��é Ñ f �Òà�� .) Formally, aquantitative
Bayesiannetworkis a pair ��[Í�EºZ� consistingof a qualitative
Bayesiannetwork [ and a function º that associateswith
eachnodeð in [ acpt,wherethereis anentryin theinterval
� �¡����� in thecpt for eachpossiblesettingof theparentsof ð .
If ð is a root of [ , thenthe cpt for ð canbe thoughtof as
giving theunconditionalprobabilitythat ði� � .
Definition 6.2: A quantitative Bayesiannetwork ��[Í�EºZ�
(quantitatively)represents, or is compatiblewith, the prob-
ability measure� if [ qualitatively represents� andthecpts
agreewith � in that, for eachrandomvariableð , the entry
in the cpt for ð given somesetting � B ��� B ���E�����Y� Ý �O� Ý
of its parentsis ���lð �å�¬Ë?�SB=�;��B Ñ ����� Ñ �GÝ��;�GÝC� if
�����SBO�å��B Ñ �E��� Ñ �CÝ®�Î�GÝC��H�j� . (It doesnot mat-
ter what the cpt entry for � B � � B �����E���l� Ý � � Ý is if
�����SB8�Ù��B Ñ ���E� Ñ �GÝ!�´�CÝp�J�N� .)

It caneasilybeshown usingthechainrule for probability
(see,for example,[Pearl,1988]) that if ��[Í��ºZ� quantitatively
represents� , then � can be completelyreconstructedfrom
��[Í�EºZ� . More precisely, the f ¸ values���lð&B	� � B Ñ ����� Ñ
ð ¸ � � ¸ � canbecomputedfrom ��[Í��ºZ� ; from thesevalues,
��� � � canbecomputedfor all

�ML � .
Bayesiannetworksfor probabilityhaveanumberof impor-

tantproperties:

1. Every probability measureis representedby a qualita-
tiveBayesiannetwork (in fact,in generaltherearemany
qualitative Bayesiannetworks that representa given
probabilitymeasure).
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2. A qualitative Bayesiannetwork that representsa prob-
ability measure� can be extendedto a quantitative
Bayesiannetwork thatrepresents� , by addingcpts.

3. A quantitative Bayesiannetwork representsa unique
probability measure. This is important becauseif
a world is characterizedby the valuesof ¹ random
variables,so that there are f ¸ worlds, a quantitative
Bayesiannetwork canoftenrepresentaprobabilitymea-
sureusingfar fewer than f ¸ numbers.If a nodein the
network has à parents,then its conditionalprobability
tablehasf Ý entries.Therefore,if eachnodehasat most
à parentsin the graph,then thereareat most ¹Zf Ý en-
tries in all thecpts. If à is small, then¹Zf Ý canbemuch
smallerthan f ¸ rÚ� .

4. A Bayesian network supports efficient algorithms
for computing conditional probabilities of the form
(*É��lð�¶§� � ¶5Ë ð P �

�
P � ; that is, they allow for efficient

evaluationof probabilitiesgivensomeinformation.

To what extent is probability necessaryto achieve these
properties?Moreprecisely, whatpropertiesof probabilityare
neededto achieve them? Hereagain,plausibility measures
allow usto answerthis question.

Given a cps ��	�5
��5
'.�5(*)-� , � �E� >0
 are plausibilis-
tically independentgiven �" (with respectto (,) ), written
� Pl � � ���³Ë��  � , if � Ñ �  >�
  implies (*)-� � Ë�� Ñ �  �=�
(,)� � Ë���-� and

��Ñ �"µ>Ó
' implies (,)��'Ë ��Ñ �"�O�
(,)��'Ë���-� . This definition is meantto capturethe intuition
that(conditionalon �  ) � and � areindependentif learning
about

�
givesno informationabout � andlearningabout �

givesno informationabout
�

. Notetheexplicitly symmetric
natureof thedefinition. In thecaseof probability, if learning
about

�
givesno informationabout � , thenit is immediate

that learningabout � gives no information about
�

. This
doesnot hold for anarbitraryplausibility measure.3

If m �Î}+ð B ���E������ð�¸�� , n �Î}J� B �E���E���l�C�³� , and o �
}Jf B ���E���E�lf Ý � are setsof randomvariables,then m and n
areconditionallyindependentgiven o (with respectto (,) ) if
ð&B1� � B Ñ ���E� Ñ ð ¸ � � ¸ is conditionallyindependentof
� B �´� B Ñ ���E� Ñ �G�4�Ù�C� given f B �qp B Ñ �E��� Ñ f Ý �2p Ý for
all choicesof � B������E��� � ¸ ��SB+���E���E�� � �lp¬B+�E�����E�lp�Ý .

With thesedefinitions,thenotionof a qualitativeBayesian
networkasdefinedin Definition6.1makesperfectsenseif the
probabilitymeasure� is replacedbyaplausibilitymeasure(,)
everywhere.The following resultshows that representation
by a qualitative Bayesiannetwork is possiblenot just in the
caseof probability, but for any algebraiccps.

3An equivalentdefinitionof
Q

and r beingindependentwith re-
spectto aprobabilitymeasureP is that PZY Qts rvu�r
w ]\_ PZY Q u0r
w ]yxPZY�rvu�r w ] . However, I wantto give a definitionof independencethat
doesnot requireananalogueto multiplication. But evenin analge-
braiccps,therequirementthat PZY Qzs rdu�r w ]Z_ PZY Q u�r w ]&{ PZY�r|u�r w ]
is not alwaysequivalentto the definition given here(see[Halpern,
2000a]). Also notethat if r s r
w~}��� w (in the caseof probabil-
ity, this would correspondto r s r w having probability 0), then�#� Y Q u�r s r�w ] is not defined.In this case,thereis no requirement
that

�#� Y Q u�r s r w ]�_��#� Y Q u0r w ] . A similar observation holds ifQ�s r w }�z� w .

Theorem6.3: ([Halpern,2000a]) If ��	�5
��5
'.�5(*)-� is an al-
gebraic cps,thenthere is a qualitativeBayesiannetworkthat
represents(,) .

Clearly a qualitative Bayesiannetwork that represents(,)
can be extendedto a quantitative Bayesiannetwork ��[Í�EºZ�
thatrepresents(*) by filling in theconditionalplausibility ta-
bles.But doesa quantitativeBayesiannetwork ��[Í�EºZ� repre-
sentsa unique(algebraic)plausibility measure?Recall that,
for the purposesof this section,I have taken � to consist
of the f ¸ worldscharacterizedby the ¹ binaryrandomvari-
ablesin V . Let PL7 ¨ ��¨ � consistof all algebraicstandard
cps’s of the form ��t��
���
!^�£(,).� , where 
 �;f�g , so that
all subsetsof � aremeasurable,andthe rangeof (*) is 6 .
With this notation,thequestionbecomeswhethera quantita-
tiveBayesiannetwork ��[Í��ºZ� suchthattheentriesin thecpts
arein 6 determinesauniqueelementin PL7 ¨ �¤¨ � . It turnsout
thattheansweris yes,providedthat �6¥��Õ§�EÖI� satisfiessome
conditions.Theconditionsaresimilar in spirit to Alg1–4,ex-
cept that now they areconditionson ��6¥�EÕ§��ÖI� , ratherthan
conditionson a plausibility measure;I omit the detailshere
(again,see[Halpern,2000a]). Thekey point is thatthesecon-
ditionsaresufficientto allow anarbitraryplausibilitymeasure
to haveacompactrepresentation.Moreover, sincethetypical
algorithmsin probabilisticBayesiannetworksuseonly alge-
braic propertiesof $ and Ì , they apply with essentiallyno
changeto algebraicplausibility measures.

7 Conclusions
Thereis no reasonto believe that onerepresentationof un-
certaintyis bestfor all applications.This makesit usefulto
have a framework in which to comparerepresentations.As I
hopeI have convincedthereader, plausibility measuresgive
ussuchaframework,andprovideavantagepoint from which
to look at representationsof uncertaintyandunderstandwhat
makesthemtick—whatpropertiesof eachonearebeingused
to getresultsof interest.Morediscussionof theseandrelated
topicscanbefoundin [Halpern,2000c].
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1 Introduction  

Verbmobil is a software system that provides mobile phone 
users with simultaneous dialog interpretation services for 
restricted topics [Wahlster, 1993; 2000b]. As the name 
Verbmobil suggests, the system supports verbal communi-
cation with foreign interlocutors in mobile situations. It re-
cognizes spoken input, analyses and translates it, and finally 
utters the translation. The multilingual system handles dialogs 
in three business-oriented domains, with bidirectional transla-
tion between three languages (German, English, and 
Japanese). In contrast to previous dialog translation systems 
that translate sentence-by-sentence, Verbmobil provides 

context-sensitive translations. Verbmobil uses an explicit 
dialog memory and exploits domain knowledge. The dialog 
context is used to resolve ambiguities and to produce an 
adequate translation in a particular conversational situation. 

Figure 1: Mobile  speech-to-speech translation with Verbmobil  

Figure 1 illustrates the use of Verbmobil in a travel scenario. 
Let’s suppose that an American business traveller has arrived 
at Frankfurt airport and wants to call Mrs. Meyer, the 
secretary of his German business partner. Since he does not 
speak German and knows that the secretary does not speak 
English, he activates Verbmobil using the voice dialing mode 
of his cell phone. After telling Verbmobil the phone number 
of Mrs. Meyer, the speech translation system initiates a 
conference call between the American traveller, the German 
secretary and Verbmobil. Verbmobil translates all input of the 
American speaker into German and all input of the German 
speaker into English. 
    Verbmobil is the first speech-only dialog translation 
system. Verbmobil users can simply pick up a standard 
mobile phone and use speech commands in order to  initiate  
a dialog translation session (see Figure 2).   The operation of  
the final Verbmobil system is completely hands-free without 
any push-to-talk button. Since the Verbmobil speech 
translation server can be accessed by GSM mobile 
telephones, the system can be used anywhere and anytime. 
No PC, notebook or PDA must be available to access the 
Verbmobil translation service, just a phone for each dialog 
participant. In addition, no waiting time for booting 
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Abstract 
Verbmobil is a speaker-independent and bidirectional
speech-to-speech translation system for spontaneous
dialogs that can be accessed via GSM mobile phones.
It handles dialogs in three business-oriented domains,
with context-sensitive translation between four
languages (English, German, Japanese, and Chinese).
We show that in Verbmobil's multi-blackboard and
multi-engine architecture the results of concurrent
processing threads can be combined in an incremental
fashion. We argue that all results of concurrent
processing modules must come with a confidence
value, so that statistically trained selection modules can
choose the most promising result. Packed
representations together with formalisms for
underspecification capture the uncertainties in each
processing phase, so that the uncertainties can be
reduced by linguistic, discourse and domain constraints
as soon as they become applicable.  Distinguishing
features like the multilingual prosody  module and the
generation of dialog summaries are highlighted.  We
conclude that Verbmobil  has successfully met the
project goals with more than 80% of approximately
correct translations  and a  90% success rate for dialog
tasks. One of the main lessons learned from the
Verbmobil project is that the problem of speech-to-
speech translation can only be cracked by the combined
muscle of deep and shallow processing approaches. 
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computers and keyboard or mouse input to start the 
Verbmobil system is needed—dialog translation can begin 
instantaneously.   

Figure 2:  Three-party conference calls with Verbmobil 

Verbmobil is the only dialog translation system to date 
based on an open microphone condition.  It is not a "push-to-
talk" system which has to be told which chunks of the sound 
signal represent coherent contributions by individual 
speakers: Verbmobil works that out for itself from the raw 
input signal. The signal may be of different qualities—not 
necessarily from a lab-quality close-speaking microphone, for 
instance it can be GSM (cell phone) quality. Thus, Verbmobil 
includes different speech recognizers for 16 kHz and 8 kHz 
sampling rates. Verbmobil is a speaker-adaptive system, i.e. 
for a new speaker it starts in a speaker-independent mode and 
after a few words have been uttered it improves the recog-
nition results by adaptation. A cascade of unsupervised 
methods, ranging from very fast adaptation during the pro-
cessing of a single utterance to complex adaptation methods 
that analyze a longer sequence of dialog turns, is used to 
adjust to the acoustic characteristics of the speaker’s voice, 
the speaking rate, and pronounciation variants due to the 
dialectal diversity of the user community. 

2  Understanding Spontaneous Speech 

Verbmobil deals with spontaneous speech. This does not just 
mean continuous speech like in current dictation systems, but 
speech which includes realistic disfluencies and repair pheno-
mena, such as changes of tack in mid-sentence (or mid-word), 
ums and ers, and cases where short words are accidentally left 
out in rapid speech. For example, in the Verbmobil corpus 
about 20% of all dialog turns contain at least one self-
correction and 3% include false starts. Verbmobil uses a 
combination of shallow and deep analysis methods to 

recognize a speaker's slips and translate what he tried  to say 
rather than what he actually said.  

At an early processing stage prosodic cues are used to 
detect self-corrections. A stochastic model is used to segment 
the repair into the “wrong”  part (the so-called reparandum) 
and the correction. Then the corrected input is inserted as a 
new hypothesis into the word hypotheses graph. Thus, 
Verbmobil’s repair processing is a filter between speech 
recognition and syntactic analysis [Spilker et al, 2000]. The 
word lattice is  augmented by an additional path that does   no 
 

Figure 3: Repairing self-corrections 

 longer contain those parts of the utterances that the speaker 
tried to correct. This transformation of the word lattice is used 
in addition to simple disfluency filtering, that eliminates 
sounds like ahh that users often make while speaking (see 
Figure 3). 

In addition to this shallow statistical approach, other 
forms of self-corrections are also processed at a later stage on 
the semantic level. A rule-based repair approach is applied 
during robust semantic processing to a chart containing 
possible semantic interpretations of the input (the so-called 
VIT Hypotheses Graph (VHG)). Verbmobil applies various 
hand-crafted rules to detect repairs in semantic represen-
tations and to delete parts of the representation that corres-
ponds to slips of the speaker [Pinkal et al., 2000] 
 

 

Figure 4: Finding a spanning analysis by type-raising 
 
Due to a speech recognition error or a corrupted input 

signal, the word hypotheses graph in Figure 4  does not 
contain any temporal preposition in front of the temporal 
nominal phrase the  late afternoon. A type coercion rule maps 
this phrase to a temporal modifier that expresses an under-
specified temporal relation, that is later lexicalized as the  
default in during language generation. 

 
Verbmobil deals with mixed-initiative dialogs between 
human participants. Each partner has a clear interaction goal 
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in a negotiation task like appointment scheduling or travel 
planning. Although these tasks encourage cooperative inter-
action, the participants have often conflicting goals and pre-
ferences that lead to argumentative dialogs. Therefore 
Verbmobil has to deal with a much richer set of dialog acts 
than previous systems that focused on information-seeking 
dialogs. 

In order to ensure domain independence and scalability, 
Verbmobil was developed for three domains of discourse 
(appointment scheduling, travel planning, remote PC mainte-
nance) with increasing size of vocabularies and ontologies. 
The travel planning scenario with a vocabulary of 10,000 
words was used for the end-to-end evaluation of the final 
Verbmobil system. The PC maintenance task had a much 
larger vocabulary of almost 35,000 words from IT sub-
language lexica. Verbmobil is a hybrid system incorporating 
both deep and shallow processing schemes  [Bub et al., 
1997]. It integrates a broad spectrum of corpus-based and 
rule-based methods. Verbmobil combines the results of 
machine learning from large corpora with linguists’ hand-
crafted knowledge sources to achieve an adequate level of 
robustness and accuracy.  

3 Verbmobil’s Training Corpora 

A significant programme of data collection was performed 
during the Verbmobil project to extract statistical properties 
from large corpora of spontaneous speech.  A distinguishing 
feature of the Verbmobil speech corpus is the multi-channel 
recording. The voice of each speaker was recorded in parallel 
using a close-speaking microphone, a room microphone, and 
various telephones (GSM phone, wireless DECT phone and 
regular phone), so that the speech recognizers could be 
trained on data sets with various audio signal qualities. The 
so-called partitur (German word for musical score) format 
used for the Verbmobil speech corpora orchestrates fifteen 
strata of annotations (see Figure 5, [Burger et al., 2000]). 
Multi-channel recordings of 3,200 spontaneous dialogs with 
79,562 turns from 1,658 different speakers were transcribed 
and distributed on 56 CDs with a total of 21,5 GB of 
annotated speech corpora (available from BAS, see 
www.phonetik.uni-muenchen.de/Bas/BasKorporaeng.html). 
    In addition to the monolingual data, the multilingual 
Verbmobil corpus includes bilingual dialogs (from Wizard-
of-OZ experiments, face-to-face dialogs with human inter-
preters, or dialogs interpreted by various versions of 
Verbmobil) and aligned bilingual transliterations. Three 
treebanks for  German, English and Japanese have been 
developed with 85,000 trees annotated on three strata: 
morpho-syntax, phrase structure, and predicate-argument 
structure. The treebanks were used to train the statistical  par- 

 

Figure 5:  Verbmobil’s multi-stratal annotation of speech  

ser and the chunk parser. In addition, machine learning 
methods were applied to the treebanks to extract semantic 
construction rules and transfer rules for translation. The end-
to-end evaluations of the various Verbmobil prototypes have 
shown clearly, that the robustness, coverage, and accuracy 
of  a speech-to-speech translation system for spontaneous 
dialogs depends critically on the quantity and quality of  the 
training corpora. 

4 The Anatomy of Verbmobil 
A distinguishing feature of Verbmobil is its multi-engine 
parsing and translation architecture. The screenshot of 
Verbmobil’s control panel provides an overview of the main 
components of the system (see Figure 6). The overall control 
and data flow is indicated by arrows pointing upwards on the 
left side of the screenshot, from left to right in the middle and 
downwards on the right side. On the bottom various input 
devices can be selected.  Since Verbmobil is a multilingual 
system it incorporates four speech recognizers and four 
speech synthesizers for German, English, Japanese, and 
Chinese.  
      Three parsers based on different syntactic knowledge 
sources are used to process the word hypotheses graphs 
(WHG) that are augmented by prosodic information 
extracted by the prosody module (see Section 5 below). All 
parsers use the multi-stratal VIT representation as an output 
format. VITs (Verbmobil Interface Terms) are used as a 
multi-stratal semantic representation by the central 
blackboards for the deep processing threads in Verbmobil. 
The semantic   representation  in  a    VIT is    augmented by    
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Figure 6: A snapshot of  Verbmobil’s control panel 
 
various features concerning morpho-syntax, tense, aspect, 
prosody, sortal restrictions and discourse information. VITs 
form the input and output of the modules for  robust 
semantic processing  and semantic-based transfer. The 
initial design of the VIT representation language was 
inspired by underspecified discourse representation 
structures (UDRS, [Reyle, 1993]. VITs provide a compact 
representation of lexical and structural ambiguities and 
scope underspecification of quantifiers, negations and 
adverbs. The linguistic information is encoded into variable-
free sets of non-recursive terms (see Figure 7). These 
streams of literals serve as flat multi-stratal representations 
that are very efficient for incremental processing. The various 
linguistic strata are cross related by a labelling system. Since 
VIT terms are the central information structure in Verbmobil, 
they are treated as an abstract data type. VITs are used as a 
common representation scheme for linguistic information 
exchange between all components and processing threads of 
Verbmobil.  

Since in most cases the parsers produce only fragmentary 
analyses, their results are combined in a chart of VIT 
structures. A chart parser and a statistical LR parser are 
combined in a package that is visualized in the screenshot as 
“integrated processing”.  These shallow parsers produce trees 
that are transformed into VIT structures by a module called 
semantic construction (see Figure 6). This syntax-semantics 
interface is primarily lexically driven  [Schiehlen 2000]. The 
module with the label “deep analysis”  is based on a HPSG 
parser for deep linguistic processing in the Verbmobil system. 
Verbmobil is the only completely operational speech-to-
speech translation system that is based on a wide-coverage 
unification grammar and tries to preserve the theoretical 
clarity and elegance of linguistic analyses in a very efficient 
implementation. The parser for the HPSG grammars 
processes the n best paths produced by the integrated 

processing module. It is implemented as a bidirectional 
bottom-up active chart parser [Kiefer et al., 2000] 
 
 
Vit (vitID (sid (104,a,en,10,80,1,en,y,semantics), % SegmentID 
  [word (he, 1, [26]),    % WHG String 
   word(is, 2, []), 
   word(coming, 3, [27]), 
   word(at, 4, [36]), 
   word(the ,5, [28]), 
   word(beginning, 6, [35]), 
   word(of, 7, [35]), 
   word(``August'', 8, [34])]), 
  index (38, 25 ,i35),   % Index 
 [beginning (35, i37),    % Conditions 
   arg3 (35, i37 ,i38), 
   come (27, i35), 
   arg1 (27, i35, i36), 
   decl (37, h43), 
   pron (26, i36), 
   at (36, i35, i37), 
   mofy (34 ,i38, aug), 
   def (28, i37, h42, h41), 
   udef (31, i38, h45, h44)], 
 [in_g (26, 25), in_g (37, 38),   % Constraints 
   in_g (27, 25), in_g (28, 30), 
   in_g (31, 33), in_g (34, 32), 
   in_g (35, 29), in_g (36, 25), 
   leq (25, h41), leq (25, h43), 
   leq (29, h42), leq (29, h44), 
   leq (30, h43), leq (32, h45), 
   leq (33, h43)], 
 [s_sort (i35, situation),   % Sorts 
   s_sort (i37, time), 
  s_sort (i38, time)], 
 [dialog_act (25, inform),   % Discourse 
   dir (36, no), 
   prontype (i36, third,std)], 
 [cas (i36, nom),   % Syntax 
   gend (i36, masc), 
   num (i36, sg), num (i37, sg), num (i38, sg), 
   pcase (l135, i38, of)], 
 [ta_aspect (i35, progr),   % Tense and Aspect 
   ta_mood (i35, ind), 
   ta_perf (i35, nonperf), 
   ta_tense (i35, pres)], 
 [pros_accent (l135)]   % Prosody 
 

Figure 7: VIT for “He is coming at the beginning of August”   

 
The statistical translation module starts with the single 

best sentence hypothesis of the speech recognizer [Vogel et 
al., 2000]. Prosodic information about phrase boundaries and 
sentence mode are utilized by the statistical translation 
module. The output of this module is a sequence of words in 
the target language together with a confidence measure that is 
used by the selection module (not shown in the control panel) 
for the final choice of a translation result. Verbmobil includes 
two components for case-based translation. Substring-based 
translation is a method for incremental synchronous 
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interpretation, that is based on machine learning methods 
applied to a sentence-aligned bilingual corpus. Substrings of 
the input for which a contiguous piece of translation can be 
found in the corpus are the basic processing units. Substring 
pairs are combined with patterns for word order switching 
and word cluster information in an incremental translation 
algorithm for a sequence of input segments [Block, 2000]. 
The other component for case-based translation is based on 
30,000 translation templates learned from a sentence-aligned 
corpus. Date, time and naming expressions are recognized by 
definite clause grammars (DCGs) and marked in the WHG. 
An A* search explores the cross-product graph of the WHG 
with the subphrase tags and the template graph. A DCG-
based generator is used to produce target language output 
from the interlingual representation of the recognized date, 
time and naming expressions. These subphrases are used to 
instantiate the target language parts of  translation templates. 

Dialog-act based translation includes the statistical 
classification of 19 dialog acts and a cascade of more than 
300 finite-state transducers that extract the main propositional 
content of an utterance. The statistical dialog classifier is 
based on n-grams and takes the previous dialog history into 
account. The recognized dialog act, the topic and pro-
positional content are represented by a simplistic frame 
notation including 49 nested objects with 95 possible 
attributes covering the appointment scheduling and travel 
planning tasks. A template-based approach to generation is 
used to transform these interlingual terms into the correspon-
ding target language. The shallow interlingual representation 
of an utterance is stored together with topic and focus 
information as well as a deep semantic representation 
encoded as a VIT in the dialog memory for further processing 
by the dialog and context evaluation component. 

 

 

Figure 8: The use of stochastic dialog act and plan recognition 

The dialog component includes a plan processor, that 
structures an ongoing dialog hierarchically in different dialog 
phases, games and moves. Dialog acts are the terminal nodes 
of the tree structure that represents the dialog structure. 
Information about the dialog phase is used e.g. during the 
semantic-based transfer for disambiguation tasks (see Figure 
8). In addition, inference services are provided  by the dialog 
and context component eg. for the completion of 
underspecified temporal expressions and the resolution of 
anaphora or ellipsis. Temporal reasoning is used for example 
to transform expressions like two hours later or next week 
into fully specified times and dates stored in the dialog 
memory for summarizing the results of a negotiation. The 
transfer module triggers contextual reasoning process only in 
cases where a disambiguation or resolution is necessary for a 
given translation task. For example, the German noun Essen 
can be translated into lunch or dinner depending on the time 
of day, which can be derived by contextual reasoning. Disam-
biguation and resolution on demand is typical for Verb-
mobil’s approach to translation, since various forms of under-
specification and ambiguity can be carried over into target 
language, so that the hearer can resolve them. Consider the 
German sentence Wir treffen die Kollegen in Berlin and its 
English equivalent We will meet the colleagues in Berlin. 
English and German have the same PP-attachment ambiguity 
in which in Berlin is either attached to the noun phrase the 
colleagues or to the verb meet. 

The transfer component is basically a rewriting system for 
underspecified semantic representations using Verbmobil’s 
VIT formalism [see Emele et al., 2000]. Semantic-based 
transfer receives a VIT of a source language utterance and 
transforms it into a VIT for the target language synthesis. 
This means that the transfer module abstracts away from 
morphological and syntactic analysis results. The final 
Verbmobil system includes more than 20,000 transfer rules. 
These rules include conditions that can trigger inferences in 
the dialog and context evaluation module to resolve 
ambiguities and deal with translation mismatches, whenever 
necessary. The transfer component uses cascaded rule 
systems, first for the phrasal transfer of idioms and other non-
compositional expressions and then for the lexical transfer. 
The translation of spatial and temporal prepositions is based 
on an interlingual representation in order to cut down the 
number of specific transfer rules. Semantic-based transfer is 
extremely fast and consumes on the average less than 1% of 
the overall processing time for an utterance. 

Verbmobil’s multilingual generator includes a constraint-
based microplanning component and a syntactic realization 
module that is based on the formalism of lexicalized tree-
adjoining grammars [see Becker et al , 2000]. The input to the 
microplanning component are VITs produced by the transfer 
module. A sentence plan is generated that consists basically 
of lexical items and semantic roles linking them together. The 
microplanner decides about subordination, aggregation, focus 
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and theme control as well as anaphora generation. The 
syntactic realization component can either use LTAG gram-
mars that are compiled from the HPSG grammars used for 
deep analysis or a hand-written LTAG generation grammar. 
For English and Japanese the grammars that were designed 
for analysis are usable for generation after an offline-compi-
lation step. 

The speech synthesizer for German and American English 
follows a concatenative approach based on a large corpus of 
annotated speech data. The word is the basic unit of 
concatenation, so that subword units are only used if a word 
is not available in the database. 

The synthesizer applies a graph-based unit selection 
procedure to choose the best available synthesis segments 
matching the segmental and prosodic constraints of the input. 
Whenever possible the synthesizer exploits the syntactic, 
prosodic and discourse information provided by previous 
processing stages. Thus for the deep processing stream it 
provides concept-to-speech synthesis, whereas for the shallow 
translation threads it operates more like a traditional text-to-
speech system resulting in a lower quality of its output. 

Another novel functional feature of Verbmobil is the 
ability to generate dialog summaries. Suppose that two 
speakers negotiate a travel plan:  one can ask the system 
either to specify the final agreement, omitting the negotiating 
steps, or to summarize the steps of argument while leaving 
out irrelevant details of wording. A dialog summary can be 
produced on demand after the end of a conversation.  

The summaries are based on the semantic representation 
of all dialog turns stored in the dialog memory of Verbmobil. 
It is interesting to note that dialog summaries are mainly a 
bye-product of the deep processing thread and the dialog 
processor of Verbmobil. The most specific accepted 
negotiation results are selected from the dialog memory 
[Alexandersson et al., 2000]. The semantic-based transfer 
component and the natural language generators for German 
and English are used for the production of multilingual 
summaries. This means that after a conversation over a cell 
phone the participants can ask for a written summary of the 
dialog in their own language. The dialog summary can be 
sent as an HTML document using email. In the context of 
business negotiations Verbmobil’s ability to produce written 
dialog summaries of a phone conversation is an important 
value-added service. 

 

5 Exploiting Prosodic Information   

Verbmobil is the first spoken-dialog interpretation system that 
uses prosodic information systematically at all processing 
stages. The results of Verbmobil’s multilingual prosody 
module are used for parsing, dialog understanding, 
translation, generation and speech synthesis (see Figure 9). 
This means that prosodic information in the source utterance 

is passed even through the translation process to improve the 
generation and synthesis of the target utterance. Prosodic 
differences in one language can correspond to lexical or 
syntactic differences in another; for instance, a German 
utterance beginning wir haben noch ... may be translated by 
Verbmobil into English either as we still have ... or as we 
have another ... depending whether noch is stressed. 
Although prosody is used in some other recent speech 
recognition systems, the exploitation of prosodic information 
is extremely limited in these approaches. For example, the 
ATR Matrix system [see Takezawa et al., 1998] uses prosody 
only to identify sentence mood (declarative vs. question). We 
believe that Verbmobil is the first fully operational system to 
make significant use of  prosodic aspects of speech.   

The prosody module of Verbmobil uses the speech signal 
and the word hypotheses graph (WHG) produced by the 
speech recognizer as an input and outputs an annotated WHG 
with prosodic information for each recognized word. The 
system extracts duration, pitch, energy, and pause features 
and uses them to classify phrase and clause boundaries, 
accented words and sentence mood. A combination of a 
multilayer perceptron and a polygram-based statistical 
language model annotate the WHG with probabilities for the 
classified prosodic events. 

Verbmobil uses the probabilistic prosodic information 
about clause boundaries to reduce the search space for 
syntactic analysis dramatically. During parsing, the clause 
boundary marks that are inserted into the WHG by the 
prosody module play the role of punctuation marks in written 
language. Dialog act segmentation and recognition is also 
based on the boundary information provided by the prosody 
module. Prosodic cues about sentence mood is often used in 
Verbmobil’s translation modules to constrain transfer results, 
if there is not enough syntactic or semantic evidence for a 
certain mood (e.g. question). The information about word 
accent is used to guide lexical choice in the generation 
process. Finally, during speech synthesis the extracted 
prosodic features are used for speaker-adaptation. 

 

Speech Signal Word Hypotheses Graph 
Multilingual Prosody Module 
Prosodic features:

� duration 
� pitch
� energy
� pause
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Words Accented 
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Figure 9: The role of  prosodic information in Verbmobil 
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6 Verbmobil’s Multi-Blackboard Architecture 

The final Verbmobil system consists of 69 highly interactive 
modules. The transformation of speech input in a source 
language into speech output in a target language requires a 
tremendous amount of communication between all these 
modules. Since Verbmobil has to translate under real-time 
conditions it exploits parallel processing schemes whenever 
possible. The non-sequential nature of the Verbmobil 
architecture implies that not only inputs and results are 
exchanged between modules but also top-down expectations, 
constraints, backtracking signals, alternate hypotheses, 
additional parameters, probabilities, and confidence values.  

198 blackboards are used for the necessary information 
exchange between modules. A module typically subscribes to 
various blackboards. Modules can have several instances, e.g. 
in a multiparty conversation there may be two German 
speakers, so that two instances of the German speech 
recognition module are needed.  
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Graph with
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Command
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Figure 10: Some key blackboards with their subscribing modules 
 

The final Verbmobil system is based on a multi-blackboard 
architecture that pools processing modules around 
blackboards representing intermediate results at each 
processing stage (see Figure 10). It turned out that such a 
multi-blackboard approach is much more efficient than the 
more general multi-agent architecture used in the first 
Verbmobil prototype. Due to the huge amount of interaction 
between modules a multi-agent architecture with direct 
communication among module agents would imply 2380 
different interfaces for message exchanges between the 69 
agents. 

In a multi-blackboard architecture based on packed 
representations at all processing stages (speech recognition, 
parsing, semantic processing, translation, generation, speech 
synthesis) using charts with underspecified representations 
the results of concurrent processing threads can be combined 
in an incremental fashion. All results of concurrent processing 
modules come with a confidence value, so that selection 
modules can choose the most promising results at each 

processing stage or delay the decision until more information 
becomes available. Packed representations such as the WHG 
(Word Hypotheses Graph) and VHG (VIT Hypotheses 
Graph) together with formalisms for underspecification 
capture the non-determinism in each processing phase, so that 
the remaining uncertainties can be reduced by linguistic, 
discourse and domain constraints as soon as they become 
applicable.  

7 Verbmobil’s Multi-Engine Approach 

Verbmobil performs language identification, parsing and 
translation with several engines simultaneously. Whereas the 
multi-engine parsing results are combined and merged into a 
single chart, a statistical selection module chooses between 
the alternate results of the concurrent translation threads, so 
that only a single translation is used for generating the 
system’s output.  
 

Verbmobil uses three parallel parsing threads: an 
incremental chunk parser, a probabilistic LR parser and a 
HPSG parser.  These parsers cover a broad spectrum with 
regard to their robustness and accuracy. The chunk parser 
[Hinrichs et al., 2000] produces the most robust but least 
accurate results, whereas the HPSG parser delivers the most 
accurate but least robust analysis. All parsers process the 
same word hypotheses graph with its prosodic annotations. 
The search for the best scored path (according to the acoustic 
score and the language model) is controlled  by a central A* 
algorithm that guides the three parsers through the word 
hypotheses graph. The HPSG parser may return more than 
one analysis for ambiguous inputs, whereas the chunk parser 
and statistical parser return always only one result. Each 
parser uses a semantic construction  component to transform 
its analysis results into a semantic representation term.  
 

Chunk ParserChunk ParserStatistical ParserStatistical Parser HPSG ParserHPSG Parser

partial VITs Chart with a
combination of

partial VITs

Chart with a
combination of

partial VITs

Robust DialogSemantics
Combination and knowledge-

based reconstruction of
complete VITs

Robust Dialog Semantics
Combination and knowledge-

based reconstruction of
complete VITs

partial VITs

partial VITs

Complete and Spanning
VITs

Complete and Spanning
VIT

Augmented
Word Hypotheses

Graph

Augmented
Word Hypotheses

Graph

Figure 11: Verbmobil’s multi-engine parsing approach 

Even partial results of the different parsing engines are 
integrated  into a chart of VITs, that is further analyzed by the 
robust semantic processing component (see Figure 11). 
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The final Verbmobil system includes five translation 
engines (see Figure 12): statistical translation, case-based 
translation, substring-based translation, dialog-act based 
translation, and semantic transfer. These engines cover a wide 
spectrum of translation methods. While statistical translation 
is very robust against speech recognition problems and 
produces quick-and-dirty results, semantic transfer is 
computationally more expensive and less robust but produces 
higher quality translations. However, it is one of  the 
fundamental insights gained from the Verbmobil project, that 
the problem of robust, efficient and reliable speech-to-speech 
translation can only be cracked by the combined muscle of 
deep and shallow processing approaches.  
The translation quality of the final Verbmobil system was 
rigorously evaluated. 65 evaluators checked 43,180 
Verbmobil translations and judged their correctness. We call 
a translation “approximately correct”, if it preserves the 
intention of the speaker and the main information of his 
utterance. Table 1  shows clearly that no single translation 
engine achieves more than 81% approximately correct 
translations, but that the selection of the appropriate 
translation result increases the overall performance 
significantly. In Verbmobil, we used the judgements of the 
human evaluators (see Table 1, Manual Selection) to 
construct a training corpus for an instance-based learning 
algorithm that picks the best translation for a given WHG of a 
particular turn segment (see Table 1, Automatic Selection). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1: Quality of  Translations from German to English 

 
 
The language identification component of Verbmobil uses 

also a multi-engine approach to identify each user’s input 
language. The three instances of the multilingual speech 
recognizer for German, English, and Japanese run 
concurrently for the three first seconds of speech input.  A 
confidence measure is used to decide which language is 
spoken by a particular dialog participant. The language 
identification component switches to the selected recognizer 
that produces a word hypotheses graph for the full utterance. 
Verbmobil’s error rate for this type of language identification 
task is only 7.3% [see Waibel et al., 2000]. Verbmobil’s 
architecture supports multiple process instances of all 
components, so that Verbmobil can be used as a translation 

server for multiparty dialogs (e.g. two Germans, a Japanese 
and an American planning a joint trip). 

Segment 1
Wenn wir den Termin vorziehen,

Segment 1
Wenn wir den Termin vorziehen,

Segment 2
das würde mir gut passen.

Segment 2
das würde mir gut passen.

Selection ModuleSelection Module

Segment 1
Translated by Semantic Transfer

Segment 1
Translated by Semantic Transfer

Segment 2
Translated by Case-Based Translation

Segment 2
Translated by Case-Based Translation

Segment 1
If you prefer another hotel,

Segment 1
If you prefer another hotel,

Segment 2
please let me know.

Segment 2
please let me know.

Alternative Translations with Confidence Values

Statistical
Translation
Statistical

Translation
Dialog-Act Based

Translation
Dialog-Act Based

Translation
Semantic
Transfer

Semantic
Transfer

Case-Based
Translation

Case-Based
Translation

Substring-Based
 Translation

Substring-Based
 Translation

Figure 12. The multi-engine translation approach of Verbmobil 

8   Lessons Learned from Verbmobil 
The broad range of scientific discoveries in the areas of 

speech, language and discourse processing, dialog translation, 
language generation and speech synthesis that resulted from 
the Verbmobil project are documented in more than 800 
publications (www.verbmobil.de) and a comprehensive book 
[Wahlster, 2000a]. 

One of the main lessons learned from the Verbmobil 
project is that the problem of  speech-to-speech translation of 
spontaneous dialogs can only be cracked by the combined 
muscle of deep and shallow processing approaches: 

– deep processing can be used for merging, completing and 
repairing the results of shallow processing strategies 

– shallow methods can be used to guide the search in deep 
processing 

– statistical methods must be augmented by symbolic 
models to achieve higher accuracy and broader coverage 

– statistical methods can be used to learn operators or 
selection strategies for symbolic processes 

The final Verbmobil architecture supports large and 
robust dialog systems and maximizes the necessary 
interaction between processing modules:  

– in Verbmobil’s multi-blackboard and multi-engine 
architecture,  that is based on packed representations on 
all processing levels and uses charts with underspecified 
multi-stratal representations,  the results of concurrent 
processing threads can be combined in an incremental 
fashion 

– all results of concurrent and competing processing 
modules come with a confidence value, so that 
statistically trained selection modules can choose the 
most promising result at each stage, if demanded by a 
following processing step. 
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– packed representations together with formalisms for 
underspecification capture the uncertainties in each 
processing phase, so that the uncertainties can be reduced 
by linguistic, discourse and domain constraints as soon as 
they become applicable.  In particular, underspecification 
allows disambiguation requirements to be delayed until 
later processing stages where better-informed decisions 
can be made. 

– The massive use of underspecification makes the syntax-
semantic interface and transfer rules almost deterministic, 
thereby boosting processing speed. 

Verbmobil has shown the need to take software 
engineering considerations in language technology projects 
seriously.  Verbmobil’s system integration group included 
professional software engineers with no particular language 
or speech technology background; they were responsible for 
ensuring that the software is robust and maintainable, and that 
modules developed in different programming languages by a 
distributed team fit together properly.  These issues are too 
important to leave to subject specialists who see them as a 
side issue. An important achievement of the Verbmobil 
project is the consistent integration of a very large number of 
modules created by diverse groups of researchers from 
disparate disciplines and  to produce a set of capabilities 
which have not been demonstrated in an integrated speech-to-
speech translation system before.   

Organizationally, Verbmobil underlines the importance of 
competition among research teams, with frequent objective 
evaluations.  Competition was fostered naturally within the 
Verbmobil framework, because the processing model itself is 
a competitive one. Crucial to the success of Verbmobil was 
the fact that various teams within the project developed rival 
solutions to particular tasks, with formal evaluations being 
used to winnow out the most successful or to combine it with 
the next best solutions to improve the overall performance of 
the system. 

The objective of the public funding provided by the 
German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) 
for the Verbmobil Project has been to bring European 
language technology to the stage of achieving real industrial 
impact by the turn of the century. Participating companies 
developing spin-off applications at their own expense have 
already brought twenty products to market that are all based 
on results from Verbmobil.  There have been various patents 
and inventions resulting from Verbmobil, in areas such as 
speech processing, parsing, dialog, machine translation and 
generation. Seven spin-off companies in language technology 
have been created by former Verbmobil researchers. For 
example,  AixPlain (www.aixplain.de) markets speech trans-
lation systems, Sympalog (www.sympalog.de) develops 
spoken dialog systems, and XtraMind (www.xtramind.com) 
delivers email response systems based on Verbmobil 
technology.  At present, Verbmobil’s large industrial partners 
(DaimlerChrysler, Philips, Siemens, Temic) are among the 

top European companies using language technology in  the 
marketplace. 

The sharable language resources collected and distributed 
during the Verbmobil project will be useful beyond the 
project lifespan, since these transliterated and richly annotated 
corpora of spontaneously spoken dialogs can be used for 
building, improving or evaluating natural language and 
speech algorithms or systems in coming years. 

Along the way, the Verbmobil project has done a great 
deal to bring researchers in Germany together across the 
language/speech and the academic/industrial divides. This is 
an important contribution from the point of view of a long-
range research policy for the field of human language 
technology. More than 900 young researchers (among them 
238 master students, 164 PhD students, and 16 habilitation  
postdocs) gained experience in advanced speech and 
language technology through their work on Verbmobil during  
the project lifespan.  

9 Conclusion and Future Work 

Although Verbmobil was a high-risk and long-term project 
(1993 – 2000), it has successfully met its technical project 
goals. The Verbmobil consortium brought together 31 
partners across three continents. The total amount of public 
and private funding was about $80 million, resulting in 
Europe’s largest AI project. The technical challenge was to 
design and implement  
 

• a speaker-independent and bidirectional speech-to-
speech translation system for spontaneous dialogs in 
mobile situations 

• that works in an open microphone mode and can 
cope with speech over GSM mobile phones 

• for four language pairs, three domains and a 
vocabulary size of more than 10,000 word forms 

• with an average processing time of four times of the 
input signal duration  

• with a word recognition rate of more than 75% for 
spontaneous speech 

• with more than 80% of approximately correct 
translations that preserve the speaker’s intended 
effect on the recipient in a large-scale translation 
experiment  

• a  90% success rate for dialog tasks in end-to-end 
evaluations with real users 

Various benchmark tests and large-scale end-to-end 
evaluation experiments with unseen test data have 
convincingly shown that all these objectives have been met 
by the final Verbmobil system and some goals have been 
surpassed [Tessiore and v. Hahn, 2000]. 
       SmartKom (1999-2003) is the follow-up project to 
Verbmobil and reuses some of Verbmobil's components for 
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the understanding of spontaneous dialogs. SmartKom is a 
multimodal dialog system that combines speech, gesture, and 
mimics input and output [Wahlster et al, 2001]. Spontaneous 
speech understanding is combined with the video-based  
recognition of natural gestures. One of the major scientific 
goals of SmartKom is to design new computational methods 
for the seamless integration and mutual disambiguation of 
multimodal input and output on a semantic and pragmatic 
level. SmartKom is based on the situated delegation-oriented 
dialog paradigm (SDDP), in which the user delegates a task 
to a virtual communication assistant, visualized as a life-like 
character on a graphical display.  The main contractor of the 
SmartKom consortium is the German Research Center for 
Artificial Intelligence (DFKI). The major industrial partners 
involved in SmartKom are DaimlerChrysler, Philips, Siemens 
and Sony. 
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